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ABSTRACT 
 
 Olfactory receptors comprise the largest multigene family of G protein-coupled 

receptors in organisms ranging from fish to primates and are the detectors of 

thousands of odorant molecules. As they are crucial elements for odor recognition, 

much effort was put into the analysis of how olfactory receptor neurons express 

olfactory receptor genes and how odorant information is encoded by the receptor 

proteins. It is nowadays expected that each olfactory receptor neuron expresses only a 

single odorant receptor gene and that each receptor can be activated by multiple 

stimuli. According to this, a combinatorial code for odor detection was proposed to 

explain peripheral coding of odorant stimuli in the olfactory system. However, some 

mostly recent studies point towards a revision of this scheme, especially with regard 

to the one receptor-one neuron hypothesis. Consequently, this thesis aims to 

investigate this discrepancy. In order to answer whether a single or multiple olfactory 

receptors are expressed in single olfactory receptor neurons of Xenopus larvae, a single 

cell reverse transcription PCR protocol was developed. The obtained data propose, 

that, at least during the developmental phase of Xenopus, a subset of olfactory 

receptor neurons exists exhibiting oligogenic expression of olfactory receptors. In 

addition to this straight expression assay, ligand-sensitivities of olfactory receptors 

were characterized. In order to retrospectively identify receptors that recognize a 

particular odorant of interest, an assay was established that combined Ca2+ imaging 

and single cell reverse transcription PCR. Expressed transcripts of olfactory receptor 

genes were thereby amplified from those olfactory neurons that showed odorant 

responsiveness to certain amino acids. This functional strategy led to the finding of 

one candidate receptor that may be sensitive to these stimuli.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 The sense of smell 

 

                        “Jemand der den Duft einer Rose nicht riecht wird doch nicht  

                     darueber kritisieren duerfen; und riecht er ihn, à la bonne heure! 

                     Dann wird ihm die Lust vergehen zu kritisieren.” 

 

                                                                                               Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) 

 

If humans were asked to rank the five sensory senses according to today‘s relevance, 

the sense of smell would probably finish last or at most second to last. This is 

understable since today‘s society is strongly conditioned on visual and auditory 

attractions. However, olfactory cues are nowadays still significant sensory input 

signals and are not solely used for the appreciation of food platability and initiation of 

food intake (Rolls, 2005; Yeomans, 2006). Odors also interfere or even manipulate 

emotional responses, e.g. joy and fear, and social behaviors, e.g. recognition of 

conspecifics and mating partners (Schultz and Tapp, 1973; Nimmermark, 2004; 

Takahashi et al., 2005). 

 The influence of scents is often not realized until the absence of olfaction. 

Patients with impairments in odor recognition suffer because of a decrease in their life 

quality. They eventually perceive personal isolation or simply feel a lack of interest in 

things they enjoyed before. Next to studies which showed that depression is associated 

to disorders in olfaction (Toller, 1999; Lombion-Pouthier et al., 2006; Nordin and 

Brämerson, 2008), recent publications pointed out that a dysfunction of olfaction can 

be regarded as one of the first symptoms of neurodegenerative and cognitive diseases 

like Parkinsons, Alzheimers or Huntingtons disease (Lazic et al., 2007; Doty, 2008; 

Doty, 2009).  

 All these examples illustrate the often unnoticed and unacknowledged 

importance of the sense of smell.  
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1.2 Olfactory system 

 

                               “The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious.  

                                 It is the source of all true art and all science.” 
 

Albert Einstein (1879-1955) 

 

Olfaction is one of the most ancient senses of organisms and aims to detect and 

discriminate between a huge variety of odorant molecules with a great sensitivity. 

However, only little research was conducted in this field until the last quarter of the 

20th century. But when a large family of olfactory receptor proteins was discovered at 

the beginning of the 90ths, research became more and more popular. Investigations 

were eventually rewarded by the nobel-prize in Physiology or Medicine, which was 

given to Linda Buck and Richard Axel in 2001. Although quite some progress was 

made until now, the olfactory system is probably still the least understood sensory 

system. 

1.2.1 Functional organisation of the main olfactory system 

 

In vertebrates the main olfactory system (see Figure 1) can roughly be divided into 

three major parts, namely the olfactory epithelium (OE), the olfactory bulb (OB) and 

higher brain centers. The OE is located in the nasal cavity and covered by a layer of 

mucus, which is produced and secreted by sustentacular cells and by the bowman’s 
glands (Getchell, 1986; Schild and Restrepo, 1998; Gold, 1999; Schwob, 2002). It 

consists of three basic kinds of cells, olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs), sustentacular 

cells and basal cells.  

 Olfactory receptor neurons are bipolar neurons that transduce and transform 

olfactory information. Their single dendrites extend to the nasal cavity and end in 

knobs bearing cilia or microvilli on which olfactory receptors are located. These detect 

odorant molecules which are either present in the terrestrial or aquatic environment of 

the species. At the basal side of the soma an unbranched, unmyelinated axon 

originates and projects via the olfactory nerve to the olfactory bulb (Getchell, 1986; 

Schild and Restrepo, 1998; Gold, 1999). The olfactory information is thereby 

transmitted by a sequence of action potentials. 
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 Sustentacular cells are supportive cells and are either secretory or bear cilia. 

Their somata are located at the apical side of the OE. Sustentacular cells have 

multiple functions and share common features with glia. Their principal tasks are the 

electrical insulation between the ORNs (Breipohl et al., 1974; Getchell and Getchell, 

1992) and the production as well as regulation of mucus secretion (Getchell and 

Getchell, 1992; Hansen et al., 1998). In addition it was suggested that they also play a 

role in detoxification processes as they contain detoxifying enzymes, like UDP 

glucuronosyl transferase (Lazard et al., 1991). Recent studies reported a role of 

sustentacular cells in purinergic signaling within the OE (Hegg and Lucero, 2006; 

Hassenklöver et al., 2008; Hassenklöver et al., 2009) and showed that these cells are 

involved in the modulation of odor sensitivity by an endocannabinoid system (Breunig 

et al., 2010). 

 Basal cells are precursors of ORNs and supporting cells. Due to a constant 

exposure of the OE to a variety of cytotoxic substances in the environment and the 

resulting cellular damage, ORNs and SCs need to be replaced throughout lifetime. By 

their potential to differentiate into ORNs and sustentacular cells, basal cells are 

indispensible elements for the maintenance of the OE (Ronnett and Moon, 2002; 

Schwob, 2002). Recently purinergic signaling was shown to be a triggering mechanism 

for the activation and proliferation of basal cells (Hassenklöver et al., 2009; Jia et al., 

2009; Jia et al., 2010). 

 Odorant information is transmitted via the olfactory nerve to the OB, which is 

the first relay station in the olfactory pathway (Figure 1). The nerve consists of axons 

from all, mostly mature, ORNs in the OE. After the axons have penetrated the 

cribiform plate of the skull, they form glutamatergic synapses with dendrites of mitral 

cells (Berkowicz et al., 1994; Firestein, 2001; Munger et al., 2009). These synapses are 

located in specialized structures called glomerula. The spatio-temporal patterns of 

glomerular activity represent the olfactory information (Wachowiak and Shipley, 

2006; Junek et al., 2010). On the level of mitral cells two types of interneurons, 

namely periglomerular and granule cells, are involved in the odor processing, which is 

modulated by local inhibitory circuits (Nezlin and Schild, 2000). The axons of the 

mitral cells leave the OB via the lateral olfactory tract and convey the output signals 

to higher cerebral structures, mainly to the olfactory cortex and associated fields 

(Mori et al., 1999; Nezlin and Schild, 2000; Lledo et al., 2005; Wilson and Mainen, 

2006). 
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1.2.2 Signal transduction mechanisms in ORNs 

 

Once an odorant molecule has bound to an olfactory receptor a cascade of 

intracellular events is initiated (Figure 2). First, odorant-bound ORs activate a G 

protein, which is an olfactory-specific subtype, Golf (Jones and Reed, 1989). The GTP-

bound α-subunit dissociates from the βγ-subunits and leads to the activation of 

 
 

Figure 1: Organization of the main olfactory system. The sketch illustrates the morphology of 

the olfactory system. Abbreviations: ORN, olfactory receptor neuron; SC, sustentacular cell. 

Figure modified after Lang and Lang (2007); In “Basiswissen Physiologie”, page 429; 2nd 

edition; Springer Berlin Verlag. 
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adenylyl cyclase type III. The enzyme in turn converts intracellular ATP into cyclic 

AMP (cAMP), which directly gates an ion channel (cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) 

channel; Nakamura and Gold, 1987; Dhallan et al., 1990; Frings et al., 1992) 

permeable for cations including Ca2+ and Na+ (Firestein et al., 1991). The rise in 

intracellular Ca2+ subsequently opens Ca2+-activated Cl- channels leading to a Cl- 

efflux as ORNs maintain a high intracellular Cl- concentration (Kleene and Gesteland, 

1991; Kleene, 1993; Firestein and Shepard, 1995; Kleene, 2008). The odor-induced 

electrical response can thereby be distinguished into an initial compound by cationic 

influx and into the Cl- efflux, which further depolarizes the cell by adding to the 

excitatory response magnitude. The direct actions of the second messenger cascade 

and of Ca2+-ions are therefore both providing amplification and eventually integration 

of the odor information. Following membrane depolarization the receptor potential 

electrotonically propagates to the axon hillock and eventually initiates a sequence of 

action potentials. 

 

 
   

 
 
Figure 2: cAMP-dependent olfactory transduction in ORNs. Following the detection of an 

odorant molecule (green square) by an olfactory receptor (OR) on the cilia, a G-protein 

mediated transduction cascade is iniated. This leads to a gating of CNG channels by cAMP 

and subsequently to an opening of Ca2+-dependent Cl- channels. Influx of Na+ and Ca2+ as 

well as efflux of Cl- ions are the final steps for the depolarization of the membrane (green 

arrows). To (re-) adjust their sensitivity ORNs use several mechanisms (red arrows) that 

involve Ca2+-binding proteins (CaBP), phosphodiesterases (PDE) and protein kinases. 

Further abbreviations: protein kinase A (PKA); adenylyl cyclase (AC); regulator of G-

protein signaling type 2 (RGS2). Figure modified after Firestein (2001). 
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 In addition to the depolarizing effect, Ca2+-ions were reported to have the 

reverse effect on the CNG channels, probably in combination with Ca2+-binding 

proteins like calmodulin (Kurahashi and Menini, 1997; Trudeau and Zagotta, 2003; 

Bradley et al., 2004). Thereby Ca2+ causes a decrease in CNG channel sensitivity to 

cAMP. By this, stronger odor stimuli are required to produce sufficient cAMP to (re-) 

open the channel (Kramer and Siegelbaum, 1992; Chen and Yau, 1994; Liu et al., 

1994). This adaptation response is necessary as ORNs would otherwise only be able to 

respond over a narrow dynamic range. 

 Next to this mechanism ORNs use other negative feedback pathways for 

adjusting their odor sensitivity. Ca2+, for instance, also activates a cyclic nucleotide 

phosphodiesterase that degrades the phosphodiester bond in the cAMP molecule 

thereby creating AMP (Borisy et al., 1992; Yan et al., 1995). In addition Ca2+ was 

also shown to attenuate adenylyl cyclase activity (Shirley et al., 1986; Leinders-Zufall 

et al., 1999). Furthermore a regulator of G protein signaling, the protein RGS2, was 

shown to act on the adenylyl cyclase and decreased its activity (Sinnarajah et al., 

2001). Regarding protein kinases it was found that protein kinase A (PKA; Boeckhoff 

et al., 1992; Boeckhoff and Breer, 1992) and a β-adrenergic receptor kinase are able to 

desensitize activated olfactory receptors (Dawson et al., 1993; Schleicher et al., 1993). 

 Although the described cAMP-dependent transduction cascade appears to be 

predominant for odorant detection in many species and is well described today, there 

are also other non-cAMP dependent transduction mechanisms existing (Michel and 

Ache, 1994; Meyer et al., 2000; Manzini et al., 2002). Previous reports have suggested 

inositol trisphosphate (IP3; Fadool and Ache, 1992; Schild et al., 1995; Bruch, 1996; 

Krieger et al., 1997; Kaur et al., 2001), cyclic GMP (cGMP; Fülle et al., 1995; Juilfs 

et al., 1997; Zufall and Leinders-Zufall, 1998; Leinders-Zufall et al., 2007), nitric oxide 

and carbon monoxide (Breer and Shepherd, 1993; Leinders-Zufall et al., 1995; Broillet 

and Firestein, 1996; Morales and Bacigalupo, 1996; Schild and Restrepo, 1998) being 

involved in these pathways as second messenger molecules.  

 In addition to depolarization of ORNs certain odors can however also elicit a 

hyperpolarizing receptor potential followed by a decrease in action potential frequency 

(Michel and Ache, 1994; Morales et al., 1994; Morales et al., 1995; Kang and Caprio, 

1995; Morales et al., 1997; Vogler and Schild, 1999). Furthermore the possibility of 

ORNs possessing more than just one transduction pathway should not be excluded. It 

was shown in lobsters that odorant stimulation can result in either excitatory or 

inhibitory responses of individual ORNs (Michel and Ache, 1994). Other observations 
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reported a cross-talk between the cAMP and IP3 pathway in single ORNs (Chen et 

al., 2000; Vogl et al., 2000; Ko and Park, 2006).  

 In summary, the examples present evidence for the existence of a diversity of 

transduction mechanisms and signaling messengers, which may not only work in 

parallel but may also work in concert to process complex odorant signals. This 

indicates that the olfactory system most probably contains numerous subsystems that 

can be distinguished by the chemostimuli to which they respond, and the 

chemosensory receptors and other signaling proteins that they express (Ma, 2007; 

Munger et al., 2009). 

1.2.3 Transformation of receptor potentials 

 

Owing to the physical properties of being small cells with a high membrane resistance, 

a long time constant, but a small membrane capacitance (Schild and Restrepo, 1998; 

Imanaka and Takeuchi, 2001), ORNs can be excited by relatively small currents and 

are therefore highly sensitive to odorant stimulation. Once the membrane is 

depolarized, the generated receptor potential electrotonically propagates to the soma 

of the ORNs. The amplitude of the receptor potential correlates to the number of 

molecules that have bound to the olfactory receptors. If such a potential causes the 

membrane potential to become about 20 mV less negative than the resting potential, 

the cell will reach threshold. Voltage-gated Na+ channels are activated and open at 

the site of the axon hillock, thereby initiating action potentials (Schild, 1989). These 

are then conveyed towards the OB via the axon. Subsequently this strong 

depolarization electrotonically propagates back from the axon hillock to the soma and 

the proximal dendrite. There it will activate voltage-gated Ca2+ channels. The 

following Ca2+ influx causes Ca2+-dependent K+ channels to open. Together with 

activated voltage-gated K+ channels at the axon hillock, the total K+ efflux serves to 

repolarise the cell membrane and leads to a termination of action potential initiation 

(Schild, 1989; Schild et al., 1994). 
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1.3 Odor receptors 

 

“A man of genius makes no mistakes. His errors  

are volitional and are the portals of discovery.” 

 

James Joyce (1882-1941) 

 

Odor receptors are proteins that are located on cilia/microvilli of olfactory receptor 

neurons. Activation of these proteins is induced upon odorant binding and determines 

which cells become excited and which activity patterns are generated in the olfactory 

bulb. In addition to this class of receptors another class of chemoreceptors was shown 

to be expressed by olfactory receptor neurons of human, goat and frog: vomeronasal 

receptors type 1 (Rodriguez et al., 2000; Rodriguez and Mombaerts, 2002; 

Wakabayashi et al., 2002; Date-Ito et al., 2008). Since vomeronasal receptors 

respresent their own and complex topic, they are not dealt with more in greater detail 

here (for reviews see Brennan, 2001; Zufall et al., 2002; Niimura and Nei, 2006; Zufall 

and Leiders-Zufall, 2007). 

1.3.1 Gene repertoires and protein structure 

 

Almost two decades ago the discovery of the mammalian family of olfactory receptors 

(ORs; Buck and Axel, 1991) produced an astonishing result. The identification of as 

many as 1000 OR genes made this multigene receptor family the largest family of G 

protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and eventually even the largest gene family in the 

whole genome. It is proposed that mice have about 1000 different functional ORs 

(Young et al., 2002; Zhang and Firestein, 2002; Godfrey et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 

2004; Niimura and Nei, 2005b) and that humans have about 350 (Glusman et al., 

2001; Zozulya et al., 2001; Malnic et al., 2004; Niimura and Nei, 2005b). In frogs the 

existence of about 400 functional OR genes was predicted (Niimura and Nei, 2005a) 

while in fish only about 50-100 functional OR genes were proposed (Ngai et al., 1993; 

Barth et al., 1996; Weth et al., 1996; Niimura and Nei, 2005a). For fish it was 

hypothesized that the rather low amount of OR genes is probably due to a relatively 

limited number of water-soluble molecules which the animals can sense (Freitag et al., 

1998). This hypothesis could be supported by the fact that the fish OR gene family is 

much more diverse than in the other species (Niimura and Nei, 2005a), which may 
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imply that fish rather sense groups of odors but can probably not so intensively 

differentiate between the specific compounds compared to other species. 

 Regarding the total number of OR genes in the genomes of the mentioned 

species it was found that there are 25-60% pseudogenes (Niimura and Nei, 2005a,b) 

which are defunctional relatives of known OR genes that have lost their protein-

coding ability. Nonetheless this finding appears to be remarkable as it opens a 

discussion about the evolution and relevance of ORs in the different species (Niimura 

and Nei, 2005b). 

 The coding region of vertebrate ORs is intronless, a structure that predicts 

seven α-helical membrane-spanning domains, which are connected by intra- and 

extracellular loops (Figure 3). According to the variability within the transmembrane 

domains (TMDs), especially in the third, fourth and fifth, it was proposed that they 

might function as the ligand-binding site, similar to other GPCRs (Ngai et al., 1993; 

Pilpel and Lancet, 1999; Singer et al., 1995; Singer, 2000; Firestein, 2001). However 

more recent studies predicted that amino acids of TMD 3, TMD 5 and TMD 6 form 

the pocket for odor binding (Katada et al., 2005; Abaffy et al., 2007). Despite the 

depicted variability there are also certain conserved characteristics, such as a long 

second extracellular loop and a short third intracellular one (Figure 3). Regarding the 

helical structure of the intracellular C-terminal domain it was suggested that this is 

essential for the interaction between ORs and G proteins (Katada et al., 2005; Kato 

et al., 2008).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Predicted structure of an olfactory receptor. Comparison of OR sequences across 

mammalian odor receptors revealed many conserved but also variable regions. Conserved 

amino acid residues are shown in shades of blue, variable ones in shades of red. (A) The 

diagram of the mouse odorant receptor M71 shows the seven α-helical regions, which are 

connected by intra- and extracellular loops. (B) Based on the structure of the G protein-

coupled receptor rhodopsin this schematic view represents a proposed three-dimensional 

structure of the M71 receptor. Figure modified after Firestein 2001. 
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1.3.2 Genomic organisation of OR genes 

 

On average OR genes are about 310 codons long and reside in genomic clusters that 

seem to be scattered throughout the genome. Regarding these clusters it was found 

that up to 100 OR genes can be contained in one gene locus with up to 100 clusters 

dispersed in the genome (Figure 4; Glusman, 2001; Young et al., 2002; Zhang and 

Firestein, 2002; Godfrey et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2004). It is noteworthy that non-

OR genes are usually excluded from these clusters (Glusman et al., 2001). Altogether, 

OR clusters may occupy 1-3% of the mammalian genome, which is a large territory 

for just one gene family (Glusman, 2001; Firestein, 2004).  

 For each species the OR gene family is considered to reflect the species-specific 

ability to detect scents of the respective terrestrial or aquatic environment. More than 

a decade ago it was shown and also accepted that vertebrate ORs can be classified 

into two different groups, namely class I and class II genes (Freitag et al., 1995; 

Glusman et al., 2000). From the observation that Xenoups laevis expresses class I 

genes exclusively in the water-filled lateral diverticulum and class II genes in the air-

filled medial diverticulum of the nasal cavities it has been concluded that class I ORs 

are specialized for the detection of water-soluble odorants whereas class II ORs detect 

airborne odors (Freitag et al., 1995; Mezler et al., 2001). Accordingly, class I genes 

were referred to as ‘aquatic-like‘ genes while ‘terrestrial-like‘ ones are believed to 

belong to class II genes. However, following research on the mouse and human 

genome revealed the existence of several functional class I OR genes, which illustrates 

that the functional difference between both receptor classes is still unclear (Glusman 

et al., 2001; Zozulya et al., 2001; Zhang and Firestein, 2002; Malnic et al., 2004). 

Moreover, recent studies in mice showed that class I and class II expressing neurons 

determine glomerular mapping in the dorsal olfactory bulb (Tsuboi et al., 2006; 

Kobayakawa et al., 2007) and that these class-specific anatomical domains correlate 

with known functional odorant response domains (Bozza et al., 2009). An explanation 

might be that odorants being present in water or in air are both recognized by the 

class I receptors (Kratz et al., 2002). 
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1.3.3 Peripheral odor coding 

 

A large number of olfactory receptors appears necessary when it comes to encoding 

the olfactory information from a huge variety of scents. For humans it is estimated 

that their OR gene repertoire is able to detect from 10000 to over 100000 different 

volatile compounds (Buck and Axel, 1991; Buck, 2004; Firestein, 2004). But as there 

are by far more odorant substances than ORs, conclusive theories are needed to 

explain how odorants are perceived.  

Much effort was invested and a theory, which is nowadays the most accepted 

one, was presented. The theory incorporates that there is exclusively one kind of OR 

expressed per ORN, which was suggested by in situ and single cell RT-PCR studies 

(Ressler et al., 1993; Vassar et al., 1993; Malnic et al., 1999; Touhara et al., 1999; 

Kajiya et al., 2001; Hamana et al., 2003). It further assumes that one type of OR can 

bind several odor molecules and that one odor molecule can activate multiple ORs. 

 
 

 
Figure 4: Schematic representation showing genomic organization of olfactory receptor 

genes. Functional OR genes (green arrows) and pseudogenes (red arrows) are clustered in 

both transcriptional orientations. Several OR clusters (red squares) can be found on the 

chromosomes of each species, each containing up to 100 OR genes. Figure modified after 

Young and Trask, 2002. 
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Both was demonstrated by heterologous OR gene expression assays (Raming et al., 

1993; Kiefer et al., 1996; Krautwurst et al., 1998; Speca et al., 1999; Hatt et al., 2001; 

Kajiya et al., 2001; Liberles and Buck, 2006). As certain scents vary greatly in their 

action at different receptors, responsive cells are excited to different degrees. This 

leads to odorant-specific activation patterns of glomerula in the olfactory bulb 

(Manzini et al., 2007; Oka et al., 2009; Junek et al., 2010).  

In summary the current hypothesis suggest that the olfactory system relies on 

a combinatorial code where each ORN expresses one OR gene and in which the odor 

compounds serve as ligands at multiple receptors (Figure 5).  

 
 

 

 

 However, recent studies challenge this model, mainly by demonstrating that 

coexpression of more than one OR per ORN does indeed occur (Rawson et al., 2000; 

Sato et al., 2007; Tian and Ma, 2008). These findings support a more recent 

hypothesis which proposes a developmental phase of oligogenic OR expression in 

ORNs (Mombaerts, 2004). In addition, other studies also suggested a revision of the 

rather dogmatic view on OR expression. They investigated odorant antagonism and 

reported that an odor code is not simply a particular combination of activated ORs 

but is also influenced by antagonistic effects (Spehr et al., 2003; Oka et al., 2004; 

 
 

 

Figure 5: The combinatorial code of olfaction. ORNs expressing a given OR can respond to 

more than one type of odorant molecule. Each substance may elicit responses at several 

receptors, perhaps with different response amplitudes. Figure modified after Young and 

Trask, 2002. 
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Shirokova et al., 2005). One study even suggested an extended combinatorial receptor 

code where the possibility of at least some ORNs expressing more than one OR is 

integrated (Oka et al., 2004). Concluding from these studies it becomes disputable 

whether the predicted one receptor-one neuron model can still hold true or whether a 

more complex coding process is at work, i.e. subsets of activated ORs may not only 

work in parallel but also interact or are co-activated. 

 Subsequently I want to demonstrate in more detail why the one receptor-one 

neuron hypothesis became a widely accepted model but also why it is far from being 

proven. 

 

 

1.4 The one receptor-one neuron hypothesis revisited 

 

                         “The opposite of a fact is falsehood, but the opposite of one 

                          profound truth may very well be another profound truth.“ 
 

Niels Bohr (1885-1962) 

 

In this chapter evidence supporting the one receptor-one neuron hypothesis is 

presented and critically examined. In addition, converse studies are shown that 

produced evidence against this theorie. First, results are analyzed that were obtained 

from in situ hybridization experiments. Subsequently data from genetic manipulation 

experiments are shown that investigated axonal projections of ORNs and mechanisms 

underlying OR expression. The section will close with the presentation of results from 

single cell RT-PCR approaches and physiological experiments. 

 

1.4.1 Dual-probe in situ hybridization 

 

The idea of ORNs expressing only one OR was already established in the early 90ths, 

when in situ hybridization studies in mouse and rat claimed that the olfactory 

epithelium is organized in several spatial zones expressing non-overlapping sets of ORs 

(Figure 6; Ressler et al. 1993; Vassar et al., 1993). Those studies did not find any 

evidence for ORs being coexpressed in ORNs (Figure 6, B). Furthermore it was 

demonstrated by in situ hybridization experiments that individual OR gene probes 
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hybridize to only about 0.1% of ORNs (Nef et al., 1992; Stromann et al., 1992), which 

was, considering a total amount of 1000 ORs, assumed as another indication for the 

one receptor-one neuron hypothesis (Malnic et al., 1999). In addition, experiments 

using two-color in situ hybridization for three mouse OR genes (Tsuboi et al., 1999) 

and dual labeling with genetic markers in gene-targeted mice (Strotmann et al., 2000) 

also excluded coexpression. A more recent study characterizing expression of several 

ORs simultaneaously also showed that co-localization of ORs does not occur but that 

OR expression patterns occupy multiple zones in the OE that overlap with each other 

(Iwema et al., 2004).  

 

 

 Although those results seem to be convincing at first glance, some of the 

conclusions drawn from these studies have to be seen critically. The results 

undeniably did not show co-localization among the tested receptors. But as there are 

up to 1000 OR genes, there are also 1.000.000 combinations possible, with some dual 

probes that could produce a different result. So evidence supporting the idea of one 

ORN expressing just one OR can logically only be drawn from in situ studies as long 

as no converse results come up. 

 However, three in situ studies revealed that coexpression of ORs does occur in 

rodent and zebrafish olfactory tissue (Rawson et al., 2000; Sato et al., 2007; Tian and 

Ma, 2008). For rat ORNs it was found that two OR genes are often coexpressed 

 
Figure 6: Patterns of olfactory receptor expression in rat. (A) Representation of the 

turbinate system of the nasal cavitiy illustrating three distinct zones in which three different 

receptor subfamilies are expressed (green; yellow; blue). (B) Signals in a frontal section of 

the olfactory tissue showing non-overlapping radial zones of two ORs (green and white). 

Figure modified after Vassar et al., 1993. 
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(Rawson et al., 2000), whereas ORNs in the septal organ of mice were also shown to 

co-express ORs, but only at a low frequency (Tian and Ma, 2008). In wildtype and 

transgenic zebrafish, up to 5% of ORNs that express two given ORs were shown to 

co-express both receptors (Figure 7; Sato et al., 2007). 

However, whether these findings can conclusively disprove the dogma of one 

neuron possessing only one kind of OR protein remains unclear. One main unresolved 

caveat is that of all ORs expressed only one may be functional. Despite the intact and 

full-length open reading frame, the protein may miss certain residues or features that 

are essential to function in the olfactory signal transduction pathway (Mombaerts, 

2004). 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 7: Coexpression of multiple ORs in single ORNs of zebrafish. Double in situ 

hybridization was perfomed on OE sections from wild-type and transgenic animals. (A,C) 

Expression of ORs belonging to the OR103 (magenta) and OR111 (green) subfamilies in a 

wild-type (A) and a genetically manipulated animal (C). Overlapping signals are only 

detected for the transgenic line (arrows). (B,D) Coexpression of OR103-1 (green) with 

OR103-2 and/or OR103-5 (magenta) in both wild-type (B) and transgenic fish (D). Scale 

bar, 50 μm. Figure modified after Sato et al., 2007. 
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1.4.2 Axonal convergence 

 

Further evidence of the stated one receptor-one neuron hypothesis is also produced by 

studies which investigated axonal projections to glomerula. The differentiation of 

ORN subtypes according to OR expression was made possible by genetic 

manipulation (Mombaerts et al., 1996; Feinstein and Mombaerts, 2004; Grosmaitre et 

al., 2006). It was found that axons of all ORNs that express a given OR coalesce into 

a single glomerulum per half-bulb, sometimes to a few (Figure 8; Ressler et al., 1994; 

Vassar et al., 1994; Mombaerts et al., 1996; Vassalli et al., 2002; Feinstein and 

Mombaerts, 2004). Conversely, electron microscopy revealed that all axons which 

innvervate a particular glomerulum originate from ORNs that express a given OR 

(Treloar et al., 2002). Adressing the question of how the axons are directed to their 

specific glomerula, different approaches were accomplished. First, OR mRNA was 

detected at a few discrete sites per OB (Vassar et al., 1994; Ressler et al., 1994). 

Immunostainings with antibodies against specific OR epitopes visualized that OR 

proteins are also present in the axonal processes and nerve terminals of ORNs 

(Strotmann et al., 2004). Furthermore, genetic experiments implicated that ORs are 

critical determinants by which glomerula are formed and innervated (Mombaerts et 

al., 1996; Mombaerts, 1996; Wang et al., 1998; Treloar et al., 2002; Bozza et al., 

2002). However, colocalization of ORs was never observed in these reports. From the 

studies it was concluded that ORs most likely participate in the targeting of olfactory 

axons to glomerula and that probably just a single OR is involved in this process.  

 Although literature makes a strong intuitive and persuasive argument in favor 

of the one receptor-one neuron hypothesis there is some discrepancy. Regarding the 

total number of functional OR genes and glomerula in mouse, it becomes obvious that 

the numbers do not add up. There were 1068 OR genes found (Zhang et al., 2004) 

but just about 900 glomerula per bulb (Royet et al., 1988; Mori et al., 2006; Wilson 

and Mainen, 2006), which is 20% less than expected. However, a new investigation 

which would confirm the number of glomerula is needed to make a more reliable 

statement on the observed discrepancy. Eventually this deficit of glomerula may be 

compensated by axonal coalescence into more than two glomerula, which actually was 

already shown in early studies (Vassar et al., 1994; Ressler et al., 1994). Another 

objection on previous conclusions deals with the following thoughts. If two or even 

more OR genes were consistently coexpressed in one kind of ORNs, only one OR 

could be used for axon targeting into glomerula. In contrast, axonal projections into 

just two glomerula per bulb should not be excluded automatically if ORNs were 
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expressing few ORs simultaneously. Unfortunately these ideas were not followed up 

yet as there were not enough double labeling experiments done to either exlude or 

validate these theories (Mombaerts, 2004). 

 

 

1.4.3 Monoallelic expression of ORs  

 
A typical gene is normally expressed biallelically. Surprisingly several studies found 

that OR genes are subject to random monoallelic expression (Chess et al., 1994; 

Mombaerts et al., 1996; Serizawa et al., 2000; Ishii et al., 2001; Li et al., 2004; 

Gimelbrant et al., 2007). Different techniques were thereby employed which involved 

single-cell reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR; Chess et al., 

1994), genetic manipulations (Mombaerts et al., 1996) and dual genetic marker 

analysis (Strotmann et al., 2000). One quite conclusive study demonstrated the 

exquisite fidelity of monoallelic expression by a combined RNA/DNA in situ 

hybridization (Ishii et al., 2001). The authors showed that a single RNA signal 

corresponds to just one of the two DNA signals in a single cell. But what happened to 

 
 
Figure 8: Bulbar patterns of olfactory receptor expression in rat. Dorsal view on both OBs. 

Each of the two bulbs is internally symmetrical, with glomeruli for a particular OR 

typically residing in both halves of the bulb. The image shows four genetically labeled 

glomeruli of a M72-IRES-taulacZ-mouse. Axons of all ORNs that express the mouse OR 

M72 coalesce into the depicted glomeruli. Figure taken from Max-Planck-Institute for 

Biophysics/Mombaerts (unpublished). 
http://www.mpg.de/bilderBerichteDokumente/dokumentation/jahrbuch/2009/biophysik/forschungsSchwerpunkt/index.html 
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the silenced allel? An irreversible silencing of the corresponding OR allel was 

demonstrated to be unlikely since both alleles can be expressed if one allele fails to 

produce a functional OR protein (Serizawa et al., 2003; Feinstein et al., 2004; 

Lewcock and Reed, 2004; Shykind et al., 2004). 

 However, one interesting question arises now from these results. Does 

monoallelic expression imply monogenic expression as well? If an OR choice 

mechanism treated both allelels independently from each other, monoallelic and 

monogenic expression would be directly linked (Fuss and Ray, 2009). But as long as 

no proposed mechanism is experimentally shown and as long as studies show 

coexpression of ORs in single ORNs (see 1.4.1) the findings of monoallelic expression 

should not necessarily imply a monogenic expression of OR genes.  

1.4.4 Positive and Negative feedback regulation of OR gene expression 

 
If a choice-mechanism led to the selection of only one particular OR, a subsequent 

signaling pathway would have to be implemented to stabilize this choice and prevent 

random switching of OR expression. It has been proposed that negative feedback 

signals prevent continuation of OR gene choice once a functional OR protein is made 

(Serizawa et al., 2003; Lewcock and Reed, 2004; Shykind et al., 2004). The feedback 

signals are suggested to target regulatory elements that control expression of ORs, 

namely factors at the locus control region (LCR). LCRs are DNA elements which 

promote the binding of a protein activation complex that is able to activate and 

enhance the expression of genes to which they are linked to. With regard to OR gene 

expression, it was shown that a few kb-long region far upstream of a gene cluster is 

positively regulating gene expression (Nagawa et al., 2002; Serizawa et al., 2003). 

Once the activation complex has initiated the expression of a particular OR gene, the 

functional OR protein is suggested to inhibit further activation of additional OR 

genes (Figure 9; Serizawa et al., 2003; Serizawa et al., 2004; Lewcock and Reed, 2004; 

Shykind et al., 2004; Nguyen et al., 2007; Fleischmann et al., 2008). 

 However, an irreversible silencing process does not seem probable as it was 

found in immature ORNs that switching of ORs can occur (Shykind et al., 2004). 

Therefore, conclusions aiming on only one kind of OR being expressed in ORNs 

should be treated with caution, especially as some studies can not test on multiple OR 

transcripts simultaneously. 
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1.4.5 Single cell RT-PCR 

 
In order to test multiple OR expression directly, sets of expressed ORs can be 

simultaneously examined in single ORNs using single cell reverse transcription-PCR 

(RT-PCR. Although the huge OR repertoire poses technical obstacles, a few studies 

managed to obtain results from single cells, some even in conjunction with calcium 

imaging of the responses to applied odorants (Malnic et al., 1999; Touhara et al., 

1999; Kajiya et al., 2001; Hamana et al., 2003). To date all of these studies reported 

that among the tested ORs no colocalization was observed. These findings were 

interpreted as a proof of the assumption that single ORNs exclusively express one OR 

gene. 

 Striking arguments will thus illustrate the limitations of such conclusions. First, 

in up to 70% of all single cells no OR gene was able to be amplified. On the one hand 

this most probably comes from the small selection of PCR primers of the huge OR 

 
 

 
Figure 9: A model for OR gene expression. An activation clomplex bound to a locus control 

region (LCR, red rectangle) stochastically chooses one promoter site and thereby activates 

the expression of one particular OR gene. Once the functional OR molecule has been 

synthesized it transmits inhibitory signals to block further activation of additional OR 

genes. Figure modified after Serizawa et al., 2004. 
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superfamily. On the other hand it may come from the technical difficulty of isolating 

sufficient amounts of mRNA from just a single cell. Second, even when RT-PCR was 

successful, the minute amounts of mRNA could result in a non-representative 

amplification of just one OR mRNA species and the primer bias may leave certain 

OR genes undetectable (Mombaerts, 2004). 

 However, if not few but just one kind of OR was found in RT-PCR studies, the 

receptors response pattern would still have to be verified to be the same as the one of 

the observed and harvested ORN. Therefore the OR would have to be expressed 

heterologously in order to corroborate whether this isolated receptor is indeed the 

(only) one being responsible for the observed sensitivity pattern to certain odorants. 

Although some studies succeeded to express ORs in a heterlogous system (Krautwurst 

et al., 1998; Speca et al., 1999; Kajiya et al., 2001; Liberles and Buck, 2006), the 

technique is not appropriate for ORs (McClintock and Sammeta, 2003). It needs quite 

some expertise to be handled as several co-factors are required for proper 

translocation and functioning of the receptors (Katada et al., 2004, Saito et al., 2004; 

Von Dannecker et al., 2006). Maybe the adenovirus-mediated gene transfer of ORs 

will turn out to be a more successful technique in the future (Zhao et al., 1998; 

Touhara et al., 1999; Ivic et al., 2000; Touhara, 2001).  

 Nonetheless, concluding from the technique itself, single cell RT-PCR has a big 

advantage compared to other methods. If some ORNs indeed express multiple OR 

genes simultaneously, even small amounts of mRNA will be detected by appropriate 

amplification protocols. Anyhow, the question whether multiple expressed ORs are 

also functional will remain unsolved using this technique. 

1.4.6 Physiological data 

 
All the reports and results that were presented so far did not contain physiological 

data. However, results from physiological experiments may potentially show that 

multiple expressed ORs are indeed functional and that they encode odorant 

information. 

 It was shown for a variety of vertebrate species that individual receptor cells 

can be activated by odorants which greatly differ in structural or perceptual qualities 

(Revial et al., 1982; Firestein et al., 1993). Using functional Ca2+-imaging, it was 

observed that responses to diverse odorant mixtures were differentially affected by 

pharmacological agents (Restrepo et al., 1993; Tareilus et al., 1995; Rawson et al., 
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1997). In addition, patch clamp measurements recorded either depolarizing or 

hyperpolarizing cellular responses upon application of certain odorants (Boekhoff et 

al., 1994; Morales et al., 1994). These results may support the idea of a multiple 

mediation of olfactory transduction within the same cell, depending on the odorant 

molecule. But then the question arises how different transduction pathways can be 

activated if it is assumed that there is just one kind of OR present. The most 

parsimonious explanation for these observations is that multiple ORs are present and 

that they are linked to different transduction pathways (Rawson et al., 2000). 

 A model which also predicts a coexistence of several transduction mechanisms in 

single ORNs was recently presented (Oka et al., 2004). The authors evaluated an 

older study where many instances of suppression or synergism in the perception of 

odor mixtures were observed (Laing et al., 1989). According to the findings that 

cellular responses to mixtures of odorant compounds are often greater or less than the 

additive sum of the responses to the individual substances, the authors reasoned that 

ORs, like other GPCRs, are susceptible to antagonism. They further demonstrated 

the proposed antagonism between odorants by calcium-imaging experiments and 

developed a concept of antagonism-based modulation of receptor codes for odorants 

(Oka et al., 2004). This new model suggests an extended combinatorial receptor code 

in which the possibility of at least some ORNs expressing more than one OR is 

integrated.  

 Further indications pointing towards a scheme where at least some individual 

ORNs express multiple types of ORs came from calcium-imaging experiments in our 

lab. One work evaluated the activation pattern of ORNs applying 19 single amino 

acids. Thereby a huge number of response patterns was observed (Manzini and Schild, 

2004; Schild and Manzini, 2004). A recent study characterizing aminergic stimuli also 

found a great number of different response profiles (Gliem et al., 2009). To explain 

the diversity of the observed response patterns two options are now conceivable. It is 

either feasible that a large repertoire of amino acid- and amine-binding ORs exist in 

the Xenopus genome or that at least some ORNs express more than one OR gene 

simultaneously.  

 Another striking study supporting the latter assumption showed results of cross-

adaptation experiments of individual cells to three highly effective amino acids, 

arginine, methionine and lysine (Gutermann, 2006). The experimental calcium-

imaging protocol was as follows: At first, ORN responses were recorded upon 

application of the three single amino acids. Subsequently bath solution was replaced 

by a solution, containing a high lysine concentration in order to saturate all lysine-
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sensitive receptors. If lysine-responsive ORNs expressed just one kind of OR gene, no 

odorant stimuli would then be able to trigger further responses in those cells. But 

surprisingly it turned out that this was not the case (Figure 10). For some cells it was 

shown that they still respond to at least either arginine or methionine, but not to 

lysine. This kind of study is worth being emphasized because it may demonstrate that 

multiple ORs are expressed in at least some ORNs and that they are indeed 

functional.  

 
 

  

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Crossadaptation of amino acid-sensitive ORNs. The diagram shows the 

intracellular Ca2+ transients for one individual ORN that was stimulated with arginine, 

lysine and methionine. The onset of stimulus application is indicated by an arrow. 

Responses are shown before, during and after the lysine-blockage. Figure modified after 

Gutermann, 2006. 
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1.5 Goal of the thesis 

 

In the introduction I demonstrated that olfactory receptors (ORs) are essential 

elements for odorant detection. They play a fundamental role in terms of encoding 

olfactory information. As certain odorants have different binding affinities at ORs, 

olfactory neurons become excited differently by certain stimuli. The differential 

response patterns subsequently determine odor-specific activity patterns in the 

olfactory bulb.  

 In order to explain peripheral odor coding, a widely accepted hypothesis 

assumes that each ORN expresses only one OR gene and that odor detection relies on 

a combinatorial coding scheme. However, with regard to the assumption of just one 

receptor gene being expressed, this theory is far from being proven, as I outlined 

above. The main point of criticism aims on the fact, that past studies did not 

satisfactorily prove that single ORNs do not express all other possible ORs except the 

one which was detected. Supporting a recent hypothesis of a developmental phase of 

oligogenic OR expression, few studies showed either directly or indirectly that subsets 

of single ORNs exist, which express more than one OR simultaneously.  

 Consequently, these findings motivated to examine OR gene expression and 

investigate which hypothesis can be approved. The purpose of this study was thereby 

to analyze how many chemoreceptor genes, namely olfactory and vomeronasal type 1 

receptors, are simultaneously expressed in ORNs of larval Xenopus laevis. The 

following questions were addressed: 

 

1. Which olfactory and vomeronasal receptors are expressed in the olfactory 

tissue at the investigated larval stages?                                 

 

2. Do olfactory receptor neurons of larval Xenopus laevis express multiple 

receptors simultaneously? 

 

3. Is one of the found receptors sensitive to certain applied ligands? 

 

In order to answer the questions I developed a single cell RT-PCR approach, which I 

later combined with functional Ca2+ imaging. 
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2 
 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 

2.1 The experimental animal 

2.1.1 Xenopus laevis 

 

The South African clawed frog, Xenopus laevis, is an amphibian which belongs to the 

family of Pipidae and to the order of Anura. The name is derived from the animal’s 

three short claws on each hind foot. Members of the Pipidae family are toothless as 

well as tongueless and use their hands to push food in their mouths and down their 

throats. They are completely aquatic. Although they lack true ears they have a lateral 

line system by which the animals are able to sense vibrations in the water. For food 

detecton the animal relies on its sensitive fingers, the lateral line system but mostly 

on its sense of smell (Avila and Frye, 1978; Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1994). Adult 

animals of the Pipidae family are scavengers and will eat living, dying, dead or any 

pieces of biowaste. In contrast, animals of larval stages will consume food in form of 

small organic particles, such as algae.  

The natural habitat of Xenopus laevis is south of the Sahara Desert along the 

western boundary of the Great African Rifts. The animal lives at the bottom of warm 

and stagnant water and is native to wetlands, ponds and lakes. As it is an invasive 

species and is moreover tremendously used as an experimental animal in scientific 

research and for education purposes, the animal now occupies several areas all over 

the world. Because of its genetic simplicity, Xenopus laevis, a tetraploid animal, is 

desired as a genetic model. Moreover it is an important model organism in 

developmental biology. Oocytes of this animal provide an excellent expression system 

in the field of molecular biology. The expression of membrane channels makes this 

system quite a powerful tool in electrophysiology. 

 Furthermore, Xenopus laevis, especially at its larval stages, is an excellent 

model system to study the olfactory system and offers several benefits. As the animal 

is poikilothermal all experiments can be done at room temperature. For olfactory 
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research further advantages are that tadpoles do not have a lamina cribosa or any 

bony structure, which is in contact to compontents of the olfactory system. Therefore 

any kind of slice preparations can be carried out without particular difficulties or 

obstacles (see Figures 12, 13). 

 Adult frogs were purchased from commercial suppliers (Kaehler, Hamburg, 

Germany; Nasco, USA) and held in aquaria (water temperature 20oC). The animals 

were fed with pondstick food (Tetra Pond, Melle, Germany). To initialize breeding, 

frogs were first separated by sex. Human chorionic gonadotropin (Sigma, Deisenhofen, 

Germany) was then repeatedly injected subcutaneously into the dorsal lymph sac. 

Subsequently, breeding pairs were housed together overnight, and the next day the 

embryos were collected and kept in separate aquaria (water temperature 20oC). The 

tadpoles were fed with algae (Dose Aquaristik, Bonn, Germany). For all experiments 

tadpoles of developmental stages 52-54 (Figure 11; Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1994) were 

used. These stages were reached after approximately three weeks. 

  

 

 
 

 

        
 

Figure 11: Xenopus laevis tadpole (stage 52). The olfactory system is marked by a black rectangle. 

It indicates the block of tissue that was used for the experiments.  

Scale bar, 1 mm. Figure modified after Gliem et al., (2009). 
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2.1.2 Organisation and development of the olfactory system in Xenopus laevis 

 

The olfactory epithelium 

The olfactory epithelia of Xenopus laevis originate from two olfactory placodes that 

become visible at stage 23 (Klein and Graziadei, 1983). The first axons reach the 

olfactory bulb at stage 30 and start to form synapses with mitral cells at stage 37-38 

(Byrd and Burd, 1991). Anyhow, it was not yet possible to stain mature ORNs prior 

to stage 45 (Hansen et al., 1998). Expression of the first ORs is detectable from stage 

32 onwards (Mezler et al., 1999). Around stage 40 the placodes start to segregate into 

the principal cavity and vomeronasal organ. It is assumed that around stage 47 the 

aquatic olfactory system is fully functional (Gaudin and Gascuel, 2005). Further 

segregation of the olfactory epithelium occurs from stage 51 until the end of 

metamorphosis, when the lateral cavitiy starts to form and expand. Simultaneously a 

remodeling of the larval principal cavity into the principal cavity of the adult animal 

is observed (Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1994; Hansen et al., 1998). In total, the nose of 

the adult frog is basically composed of three olfactory subsystems which are localized 

in three chambers (Altner, 1962; Hansen et al., 1998). They are interconnected and 

contain different epithelia for the detection of different odorant classes. The major 

chamber is called principal cavity or ‘air-nose‘. It is permanently filled with air and 

closed under water. In contrast the other two chambers, which are the lateral 

olfactory cavity (‘water-nose‘) and the vomeronasal organ, are permanently filled with 

water. The detection of air-borne as well as water-borne odorants is therefore 

accomplished by the epithelia of the principal cavity and lateral cavity respectively 

(Freitag et al., 1998) whereas pheromone detection occurs in the vomeronasal organ 

(Halpern, 1987).  

For stimuli detection it is known that ORNs of the water- and air-nose are 

endowed with class I and class II ORs respectively (Freitag et al., 1995) but also 

express vomeronasal receptors type 1 (V1Rs; Date-Ito et al., 2008). Class I receptors 

are also referred to as fish-like receptors and class II ones as mammalian-like 

receptors. For receptor neurons of the vomeronasal organ it was found that they 

predominately express genes of the Xenopus V2R receptor family (Hagino-Yamagishi 

et al., 2004). Regarding the distribution of ORs it was shown that from stage 49 to at 

least stage 55 receptors of class I and II are both expressed in cells of the principal 

cavity. However, after metamorphosis only class II receptors are detectable in the air-

filled chamber of the adult frog whereas the lateral cavity only expresses class I 

receptors (Freitag et al., 1995).  
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All three epithelia (principal and lateral cavity, vomeronasal organ) contain 

ORNs, sustentacular cells and basal cells. Xenopus laevis possesses two types of ORNs 

bearing either cilia or microvilli and two types of sustentacular cells, which are either 

secretory or ciliated (Hansen et al., 1998). The structure of the Xenopus OE (Figure 

12) is basically organized as described in section 1.2.1. . ORNs lie in the middle layer 

of the epithelium and extend their dendrites to the apical surface with their cilia or 

microvilli lying in a mucus coat (Figure 12, D). However, sustentacular cells form a 

tightly packed columnar monolayer on the apical surface and extend their processes 

across the entire epithelium. At level of the basal lamina, these processes terminate in 

endfeet-like structures (Figure 12, E) that lie in immediate vicinity of the basal cells. 

 

The olfactory bulb 

As briefly mentioned above, the differentiation of the main OB starts once the first 

synapses were created between ORN axons and dendrites of mitral cells (stage 30). 

All layers of the OB which comprise the olfactory nerve layer, glomerular layer, mitral 

cell layer and granule cell layer, are observable from stage 44 and become 

indistinguishable from the adult pattern by stage 48 (Byrd and Burd, 1991). The 

basic structure of the OB can be subdived into the main OB, the accessory OB and 

the mitral and granule cell layers (Figure 13). The main OB consists of the olfactory 

nerve and the glomerular layers. The glomerular layer contains about 350 glomerula 

(stages 51-56; Nezlin and Schild, 2000). These are aggregated spherical structures 

formed by ORN axon terminals and mitral cell neuropils. Within the glomerular layer 

periglomerular cells are found that exhibit extensive dendritic arborizations (Nezlin 

and Schild, 2005). Posterior of this layer the somata of the mitral cells are found 

which appear to be scattered between the glomerular and granule cell layers. The 

granule cells themselves form a compact group of cells near the parventricular 

ependyma (Byrd and Burd, 1991). Regarding neurotransmission ORN axons and 

mitral cells were identified as glutamatergic whereas periglomerular and granule cells 

were shown to be GABAergic (Nezlin and Schild, 2000). Laterally of the main 

olfactory bulb, the accessory olfactory bulb resides. It receives axonal inputs from 

vomeronasal receptor neurons of the vomeronasal organ. Thereby the axonal fibers 

run laterally in the olfactory nerve. Like the main olfactory bulb, the axonal inputs 

form synapses with mitral cells within spherical glomerular structures.  
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Figure 12: Immunohistochemical staining of the OE of Xenopus laevis larvae.  

(A,B) Acute slice preparation of the olfactory epithelium of larval Xenopus laevis. (C) 

Olfactory receptor neurons in a slice of the OE were stained with a biocytin-streptavidin 

backtrace (red). Sustentacular cells are visualized by a cytokeratin type II immunostaining 

(green). (D) Olfactory receptor neurons extend a long dendrite to the principal cavity and 

end in a knob bearing cilia or microvilli. (E) Sustentacular cells form a tightly packed 

columnar monolayer on the apical side of the OE and extend their processes across the 

complete width of the OE. Scale bars: 1 mm (A); 200 μm (B); 50 μm (C+E); 10 μm (D). 

Abbreviations: VNO, vomeronasal organ; OE, olfactory epithelium; PC, principal cavity. 

Figure modified after Gliem et al. (2009). 
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Figure 13: Immunohistochemical staining of the OB of Xenopus laevis larvae.  

(A,B) Typical nose-brain preparation with two intact olfactory epithelia of larval Xenopus 

laevis. (C) The constitution of the olfactory bulb is shown by a triple labeling. Thereby 

incoming axons of ORNs (red) were labeled by biocytin electroporation in the principal 

cavity. Contrary, axonal fibers from the vomeronasal organ were stained with an antibody 

against calretinin (green). Nuclei of the OB were stained with DAPI (blue). 

Scale bars: 1 mm (A); 500 μm (B); 100 μm (C). Abbreviations: OE, olfactory epithelium; 

ON, olfactory nerve; OB, olfactory bulb; GL, glomerular layer; MCL, mitral cell layer; GCL, 

granule cell layer; MOB, main olfactory bulb; AOB, accessory olfactory bulb.  

Figure modified after Gliem et al. (2009). 
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2.2 Tissue preparations of the olfactory epithelium 

 

For slice preparation, tadpoles of Xenopus laevis were anesthetized in a mixture of ice 

and water and then killed by transaction of the brain at its transition to the spinal 

cord. All procedures for animal handling and tissue dissections were carried out 

according to the guidelines of the Göttingen University Committee for Ehics in 

Animal Experimentation. A block of tissue containing the olfactory epithelia, the 

olfactory nerves and the brain was cut out (see Figure 11) and kept in bath solution 

(see section 2.5.1). For the preparation of slices of the OE the tissue was glued onto 

the stage of a vibroslicer (VT 1200S; Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) 

and cut horizontally into 140 to 150 μm thick slices. The slices of the OE preparation 

were then transferred to a recording chamber which contained 200 μl of bath solution. 

For imaging soma [Ca2+]i the bath solution additionally contained 50 μM Fluo-4/AM 

(Molecular Probes, Leiden, The Netherlands). Thereby Fluo-4/AM was dissolved in 

DMSO (Sigma, Deisenhofen, Germany) and Pluronic F-127 (Molecular Probes). The 

final concentrations of DMSO and Pluronic F-127 did not exceed 0.5% and 0.1% 

respectively. ORNs of larval Xenopus laevis express multidrug resistance transporters 

with a wide substrate spectrum which also includes Ca2+-indicator dyes (Manzini and 

Schild, 2003b; Manzini et al., 2008). To avoid transporter-mediated destaining of the 

OE slices 50 μM MK571 (Alexis Biochemicals, Grünberg, Göttingen Germany), an 

inhibitor of multidrug transporters, was added to the incubation solution. The tissue 

slices were then incubated on a shaker at room termperature for 35 min. 

 

 
 
Figure 14: Chemical structure of Fluo-4/AM. 
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2.3 Physiological experiments 

 

Single ORNs that were supposed to be investigated for OR expression were either 

identified using patch-clamp or calcium-imaging. After a cell was selected it was 

collected from the olfactory epithelium. Thereby the single cell was accurately sucked 

into a patch pipette while simultaneously detaching it from neighbouring cells. 

2.3.1 Patch-clamp recordings 

 

For patch-clamp measurements the slices were fixed with a grid in the recording 

chamber and viewed through a 40x water immersion objective mounted to an 

Axioskop 2 microscope equipped with Nomarski optics (Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany). 

Olfactory receptor neurons could be easily recognized by their characteristic shape. 

Patch electrodes with a tip diameter of 1-2 μm and a tip resistance of approximately 

7-11 MΩ were pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries with 1.8 mm outer diameter 

(Hilgenberg, Malsfeld, Germany) using a two-stage pipette puller (PC-10, Narishige, 

Japan). The pipettes were then filled with 4 μl of an internal solution (see section 

2.5.1). Voltage pulses were delivered from a microcontroller (Schild et al., 1996) to a 

D/A converter and then to the patch-clamp amplifier (EPC7, List, Darmstadt, 

Germany) in order to assess the impedance in the on-cell and whole-cell 

configurations. The holding potential in the on-cell configuration was set to 0 mV 

whereas in the whole-cell configuration it was adjusted to -80 mV. To verify whether 

a patch-clamped cell was indeed a receptor neuron and no sustentacular cell, 

membrane currents were recorded once a gigaseal had formed. Olfactory receptor 

neurons showed spontaneous spiking activity in the on-cell mode and typical voltage-

gated sodium and potassium currents in the whole cell configuration. Sustentacular 

cells showed no electric activity. Evaluation of the current traces was performed using 

Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, USA). After having established the whole-cell 

configuration by applying negative pressure to the pipette (Hamill et al., 1981), 

cytoplasm was allowed to diffuse into the pipette for about 1 min prior to cell 

harvesting.  
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2.3.2 Calcium-imaging in tissue slices 

 

In order to detect odorant-induced responses of ORNs, calcium imaging was perfomed 

prior to cell harvesting. Intracellular calcium concentrations were monitored using a 

custom-built upright confocal line scanning illumination microscope described by 

Junek et al. (2009). Fluorescence images (excitation at 488 nm, emission 497-567 nm) 

of the olfactory epithelium were acquired at about 1 Hz per image with about 10 

images taken as control images before the onset of stimulus delivery. Before starting 

the calcium imaging experiments, the slices were rinsed with bath solution for at least 

5 min. Image analysis was performed using custom programs written in Matlab. 

Thereby fluorescence changes ΔF/F of Fluo-4 were calculated for individual ORNs as 

ΔF/F = (F1 – F2) / F2, where F1 was the fluorescence averaged over the pixels of a 

cell, while F2 was the average fluorescence of the same pixels prior to stimulus 

application, averaged over five images. A response was assumed if the following two 

criteria were met: (i) the first two fluorescence intensity values after stimulus arrival 

at the OE, ΔF/F(t1) and ΔF/F(t2), had to be larger than the maximum of the 

prestimulus intensities; and (ii) ΔF/F(t2) > ΔF/F(t1) with t2 > t1. 

 

 

 

2.4 Molecular biology experiments 

 

ORNs of Xenopus express olfactory and vomeronasal receptors (Freitag et al., 1995; 

Mezler et al., 1999; Date-Ito et al., 2008). Therefore molecular biology experiments 

aimed to detect expression of these kinds of chemoreceptors in ORNs of the 

investigated larval stages. 

2.4.1 RT-PCR and primer design 

 

RT-PCR 

Genes of ORs and V1Rs are intronless genomic structures and therefore consist of 

only one exon. Accordingly, no intro-spanning primers can be designed for PCR. This 

knowledge is of crucial importance when it comes to reverse transcription PCR (RT-

PCR) investigating expression of these receptors. If genomic DNA (gDNA) material is 

not eliminated prior to a direct PCR, the amplification protocol will often incorporate 
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a small but not unimportant risk of creating contaminating PCR products. These are 

derived from any residual gDNA, which can, as cDNA, serve as a template in the 

PCR reaction. Although many RNA purification protocols claim to eliminate most of 

the gDNA, some residual DNA molecules may stay in the RNA extract. To solve that 

problem two options are available. The first eliminates any residual gDNA by 

addition of a DNase. When relatively big amounts of mRNA material are available for 

RT-PCR, this alternative is the method of choice as it is fast and efficient. However, 

if RT-PCR shall be employed for single cells, the first option can often not be 

accomplished as reverse transcription protocols for single cells are quite susceptible for 

errors by any changes. This especially applies for the addition of a DNase with its 

own buffer system. Therefore, a second option is required. One possible alternative is 

a procedure at which gDNA is strongly diluted and mRNA material simultaneously 

amplified. By this the risk of false positive results is minimized (for more detail see 

section 4.2). 

 Regarding the detection of chemoreceptor mRNA in single ORNs, another 

obstacle has to be overcome. Genes of ORs/V1Rs are not as highly expressed as e.g. 

housekeeping genes. A direct PCR may therefore not be suitable to detect all of the 

expressed transcripts. This implies that appropriate amplification protocols have to (i) 

contain successive runs of PCR and (ii) thereby employ several sets of primers 

covering some receptor sequences simultaneously. A double-nested PCR protocol that 

considers all mentioned limitations and requirements for single ORN RT-PCR was 

developed and is presented in section 3.1. This protocol involves four steps: In 

addition to reverse transcription it contains three successive PCR rounds. The first 

two use degenerate primers whereas specific primers are used in the third PCR. 

 

 

Primer design 

Primer design was initiated by screening the databases of GenBank (NCBI) and 

Enseml for Xenopus OR and V1R genes. The search revealed annotations to 10 

complete OR genes (4 of class I; 6 of class II), 18 partial OR sequences (4 of class I; 5 

of class II; 9 with no class indication) and 21 putatively functional V1 receptors. All 

sequences were imported and aligned using CLC Free Workbench (version 4.0.2, CLC 

bio, Aarhus, Denmark). The sequences were aligned according to the degree of 

homology. With regard to the complete OR genes, the results were in accordance to 

the outcome of a previous study (Mezler et al., 2001). In order to design degenerate 

and specific primers for the double-nested PCR, suitable template sites were searched. 
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Highly conserved regions were ideal for degenerate primers whereas less conserved 

ones were candidates for the design of chemoreceptor-specific primers. The main 

challenge was to find primer combinations where the template sites of the specific 

primers were contained within the PCR-amplicons of PCRs where the degenerated 

primers were used. Receptor genes for which primers could be successfully designed 

were then chosen for this study and defined into three subgroups. The class I 

subgroup contained 8 OR sequences, class II subgroup 5 OR genes and the V1R 

subgroup comprised 4 sequences (Table 1). For the majority of these receptors, 

specific primers were created (Table 2). However, for some receptors this could not be 

implemented due to a high homology between the sequences.  Therefore ‘overlapping‘ 

primers had to be created for Xb 238/239/107 and for XR 46/106/117 (all Class I). 

For the 4 V1 receptors only degenerate primers could be designed due to a very high 

degree of homology between these receptor sequences. 

 But regarding specificity of all designed primers one notice needs to be 

considered with respect to the outcome of the PCR experiments. As more than 350 

other ORs seem to exist in Xenopus (Niimura and Nei, 2005a) and as ORs of 

subfamilies are known to have several homologous regions within their sequences, it 

may not be excluded per se that other ORs than the ones on which was tested are 

additionally amplified using the designed primers. The probability of amplifying 

unknown OR sequences is especially enhanced for the degenerate primers. The 

consequence of this could be that e.g. a degenerate PCR product is detected after the 

second PCR round of the double-nested PCR protocol (see section 3.1) but none 

using specific primers in the third run. This finding may indicate that at least one 

receptor is expressed on which was not tested and which has most likely an unknown 

sequence. Regarding single cell PCR, this conclusion implies that the amount of 

detected PCR products can only account for the minimal number of expressed 

receptors.  

 

 

 

 

Table 1: List of all chemoreceptors tested in this study. All sequences of the selected receptors 

are available in the databases of GenBank or Ensembl respectively. For X.l. sequences the 

GenBank accession numbers are given whereas genomic positions are indicated for X.t. V1Rs. 

Abbreviations: N/A, not available. 
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Receptors 

(human homologue) 

Database Animal GenBank 

Accession number 

Location in 

genome 

Class I     

XR 46 Pubmed X.l. Y08345 N/A 

XR 106 Pubmed X.l. Y08346 N/A 

XR 117 Pubmed X.l. Y08348 N/A 

XR 116 Pubmed X.l. Y08347 N/A 

Xb 238 Pubmed X.l. AJ250750 N/A 

Xb 239/107 

(or52d1) 

Pubmed X.l. AJ250751 N/A 

Xb 242 

(or1-a) 

Pubmed X.l. AJ250752 N/A 

Class II     

Xb 178 

(or2-a) 

Pubmed X.l. AJ250755 N/A 

Xb 180 

(or2-b) 

Pubmed X.l. AJ250756 N/A 

Xb 177 

(B177-a) 

Pubmed X.l. AJ250754 N/A 

Xb 350 Pubmed X.l. AJ250757 N/A 

Xb 352 

(or1s1) 

Pubmed X.l. AJ250758 N/A 

V1Rs     

V1R10 Ensembl X.t. N/A Scaffold 61 

1011544-1012578

V1R11 Ensembl X.t. N/A Scaffold 61 

1031341-1032462

V1R12 Ensembl X.t. N/A Scaffold 61 

1041747-1042718

V1R23 Ensembl X.t. N/A Scaffold 3471 

1631-2557 
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Table 2: Primer sequences for double nested PCR. All listed sequences are written from 5‘ to 

3‘. Some degenerate primer sequences contain nucleobasemodifications, which were made 

according to the Invitrogen Electronic Code for Nucleobasemodifications. The resulting 

lengths of the PCR products are indicated in base pairs (bp). ORs which are amplified with 

‘overlapping‘ primers are separated by a slash. First, second and third run correspond to steps 

2, 3 and 4 in Figure 16 (section 3.1). All primers were purchased from Invitrogen. 

Abbreviations: ND, not determinable. 

 

 forward primer reverse primer 

product 

length 

[bp] / 

annealing 

Temp 

[oC] 

First run  

nested PCR 
  

Class I 

subgroup 
CTGATTGCAAATAGCACAG Oligo(dT)40 ND / 45 

Class II 

subgroup 
CTYATCATRGKGTTGGTGT Oligo(dT)45 ND/ 46 

V1R 

subgroup 
AACTAACTCCATCCTGATG Oligo(dT)45 ND / 46 

Second run  

nested PCR 
  

Class I 

subgroup 
GAYTCYTTCATCMTYATGCTGATG CHAWTARRTGRGTGGTACAGGT 408 / 51 

Class II 

subgroup 
CAGTRATGTCCTWTGACAG TCCCGGTATTGGACACTATC 353 / 50 

V1R 

subgroup 
GCCATTGGAGTAGAAAATTTCCTGG GGTAGAGTATGAGGTTGRCT 225 / 51 

Third run  

nested PCR 
  

Class I    

XR 

46/106/117 
ATCAGTGATGACTTACATGATCC AGTTGTCCGAGTGTAACATG 232 / 49 

XR 116 GTGACTCTCCTCTGCTACTT AGTAAAAACCGTCCGTCTTG 182 / 49 
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Xb 

238/239/107 
ATCTGCTACTTTTGCTTGGTA CCAAAGAAACATCAACACATG 153 / 48 

Xb 242 TGTTGGTTTTGGTGGCTC CAAGGTGATATCGGCACATG 149 / 48 

Class II    

Xb 178 CTCACTTGTTCATTGCGTCTC GACTGTAAGGTAATAGTTATCTGC 151 / 48 

Xb 180 TTGCTTAGCCTCATTGGCGT CATAATATTTATATGCACCAGGTAAGTG 152 / 48 

Xb 177 TTCAGTGAATCCAATAACAATG ATGACTGTATGATTGCTTGTATTTG 146 / 47 

Xb 350 CTGCTTGGTGTTATTATAACG ACCGACGATAAAATTACTTC 163 / 46 

Xb 352 AGCAAATCTAATAGGAGCATTAG CAATGACAAGTATGAATGGTAG 169 / 46 

β-actin (I) TACAGCTTCACCACCACAGC ATACCGCAGGATTCCATACC 229 / 50 

β-actin (II) TACAGCTTCACCACCACAGC CAATGGTGATGACTTGTCCG 159 / 50 

 

 

2.4.2 RT-PCR assay using tissue of the olfactory organ 

 

RNA isolation and Reverse Transcription 

For RNA isolation 40 animals were sacrificed and tissue, containing the olfactory 

organ, was cut out and stored in liquid nitrogen. According to the manufacturer‘s 

protocols, total RNA was either isolated with the Trizol method (Invitrogen, San 

Diego, USA) or using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). To remove 

any DNA-contaminations a subsequent DNase treatment (DNase I recombinant, 

RNase-free, Roche) was applied (Trizol-method). When RNA was isolated using the 

Mini Kit, on-column DNAse digestion (RNAse-Free DNAse Set, Qiagen) was included 

in the purification protocol. The RNA quality and quantity was analyzed either with 

the microfluidics-based electrophoresis system Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, USA) or by spectrophotometric analysis using a diode 

array spectrophotometer (WPA biowave S2100, Biochrom, Cambridge, UK). Reverse 

transcription was performed from RNA templates with the Omniscript RT Kit 

(Qiagen). For RT, 2 μg of RNA was mixed with 1x PCR buffer, 500 μM nucleotide 

mix, 0.5 μM random hexamer primers, 0.5 μM oligo(dT) primers, 10 U RNase 

inhibitor and 4 U Omniscript Reverse Transcriptase. Primers and RNase inhibitor 

were purchased from Invitrogen and Promega respectively. 
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PCR 

To validate OR/V1R expression two approaches were conducted. In addition to a 

direct PCR, a nested PCR was employed in order to verify whether the combinations 

of the designed primers (degenerate and specific) really work, especially with respect 

to the upcoming single cell PCR. 

 When a nested PCR approach was employed, degenerate and specific primers 

were used as depicted in Figure 16 (section 3.1, see steps 3, 4). For the first PCR 

round, 150-200 ng of cDNA from the olfactory organ were mixed with 1x PCR buffer, 

200 μM nucleotide mix, 200 nM degenerate forward and reverse primers and 2 U 

FastStart Taq DNA Polymerase dissolved in nuclease-free water as described in the 

manual (FastStart Taq DNA Polymerase, dNTPack, Roche, Mannheim, Germany; 

Nuclease-Free Water, Qiagen). The samples were placed in a thermocycler (T-

Personal and T-Professional Basic Gradient, Biometra, Göttingen) with the following 

PCR conditions: Activation of DNA Polymerase at 95oC for 5 min was followed by 28 

cycles of denaturation at 95oC for 30 s, annealing at primer-specific annealing 

temperature for 30 s and extension at 72oC for 1 min. PCR ended with a final 

elongation at 72oC for 7 min. For the subsequent second PCR, a 1.5 μl aliquot of the 

previous run product was mixed with 1x PCR buffer, 200 μM nucleotide mix, 200 nM 

specific forward and reverse primers and 2 U FastStart Taq DNA Polymerase 

dissolved in nuclease-free water. The PCR conditions were the same as in the first 

PCR round. 

 On the contrary when a direct PCR was employed, cDNA was directly mixed 

with specific primers. The other PCR conditions were the same as described above. 

After each PCR, the amplicons were run on an ethidium bromide-containing 2% 

agarose gel and visualized under UV light (UVsolo, Biometra, Göttingen). 

2.4.3 RT-PCR using single ORNs 

 

Single ORNs of larval Xenopus were tested on expression of the selected ORs and 

V1Rs employing a double-nested single cell RT-PCR protocol (see section 3.1). 

Thereby the mRNA material was collected from cells of two different sets of 

experiments:  

 In the first set, cells were electrophysiologically identified as ORNs (see section 

2.3.1) and then harvested and subjected to RT-PCR. In this set of experiments ORNs 

were investigated on expression of all selected chemoreceptors except Xb 350/352 and 
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the V1Rs. The reasons were that by the time the experiments were conducted, 

primerpairs were not yet created for Xb 350/352 and V1R sequences were not yet 

published. However, all of the mentioned primerpairs were available before the second 

set of experiments was conducted.  

 This second set of experiments was performed in order to find odor ligands of 

expressed receptors. Therefore single ORNs were first preimaged on their [Ca2+]i 

responses to three single amino acids and to a mixture of all three (see section 2.3.2). 

If a cell responded to at least one single amino acid and the mixture, it was subjected 

to RT-PCR and used for further evaluation. In order to reliably compare the outcome 

between both groups, OE slices of both experimental groups were stained with 

Fluo4/AM. 

 The main difficulty of cDNA synthesis from single cells is the limited amount of 

available mRNA. Therefore it is essential to employ a reverse transcriptase that offers 

high sensitivity and efficiency. Finally the SuperScriptTM III First-Strand Synthesis 

System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen) was chosen. In order to stabilize the low amount of 

collected mRNAs the addition of an RNase binding agent was incorporated in the 

manufacturer‘s protocol. 

 

Reverse Transcription 

After the cell and its mRNA material were collected by a patch pipette, the content 

of the pipette (internal solution + one individual cell) was expelled into a tube 

containing 50 μM oligo(dT)20 primer, 40 U RNasin Plus RNase Inhibitor (Promega, 

Mannheim, Germany), 1 mM dNTP mix and DEPC-treated water. The tube was 

incubated at 65oC for 5 minutes and then placed on ice for at least 1 minute. Before 

and during this heating process RNasin inactivated RNases and thereby protected the 

collected mRNA. Subsequently, reverse transcription was performed by adding 2x RT 

buffer, 10 mM MgCl2, 20 mM DTT, 4 U RNaseOUT, 20 U SuperScript III reverse 

transcriptase and incubating the mixture in a thermocycler at 50oC (50 min) and 85oC 

(5 min). The tubes were then chilled on ice for at least 2 min. Remaining RNA was 

degraded by adding 1 U RNase H and incubating the tubes for 20 min at 37oC. The 

total volume of each tube was 20 μl. Negative control reactions without reverse 

transcriptase were regularly performed.  
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Double-nested PCR 

For cDNA amplification (section 3.1, see Figure 16, step 2), 4 μl of the reverse 

transcribed material were mixed with 1x PCR buffer, 200 μM nucleotide mix, 200 nM 

degenerate forward and oligo(dT) reverse primers and 2 U FastStart Taq DNA 

Polymerase dissolved in nuclease-free water as described in the manual (see above). 

The samples were placed in a thermocycler with the following PCR conditions: 

Activation of DNA Polymerase at 95oC for 5 min was followed by 40 cycles of 

denaturation at 95oC for 30 s, annealing at primer-specific annealing temperature for 

30 s and extension at 72oC for 3 min. PCR ended with a final elongation at 72oC for 7 

min. The total volume of each tube was 50 μl 

For the following second PCR (Figure 16, step 3), a 4 μl aliquot of the previous run 

product was mixed with 1x PCR buffer, 200 μM nucleotide mix, 200 nM degenerate 

forward and reverse primers and 2 U FastStart Taq DNA Polymerase dissolved in 

nuclease-free water. The PCR conditions were the same as in the first PCR round, 

except the number of cycles, which was set to 42 and the extention time, which was 

reduced to 1 min. 

PCR products were then run on an ethidium bromide-containing 2% agarose gel and 

visualized under UV light. When a product was detected, 3 μl of this PCR product 

were used for a third PCR (Figure 16, step 4). They were mixed with 1x PCR buffer, 

200 μM nucleotide mix, 200 nM specific forward and reverse primers and 2 U 

FastStart Taq DNA Polymerase dissolved in nuclease-free water. PCR cylces were 

reduced to 37 with the remaining conditions being not altered. The sequences of the 

degenerate and specific primers for each PCR run are depicted in Table 2.  

In order to validate that mRNA of ORNs was indeed transcribed, intron-spanning 

primers of the housekeeping gene β-actin (Table 1; Hagino-Yamagishi, 2004) were 

tested. ORNs of the first set of experiments were thereby tested on β-actin by a direct 

PCR (see β-actin I primers, Table 2) whereas ORNs that were collected after 

calcium-imaging were subjected to a nested PCR approach (β-actin I+II primers). 

This was done as nested β-actin primers were just found during the progress of this 

study and seemed to be more sensitive to detect the housekeeping gene. For PCR, 4 

μl of the reverse transcribed material were subjected to the same condition as 

described above for the second and third PCR run. 
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2.5 Solutions, odorants and stimulus application 

2.5.1 Bathing and internal solutions 

 

The compositions of the bath and internal solutions are listed in Table 3. All of the 

chemicals used for the preparation of both solutions were purchased from Merck 

(Darmstadt, Germany) or Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA). All solutions, including the 

HEPES buffer, were adjusted to pH 7.8. After the preparations, bath solution was 

stored in a fridge whereas internal solution was aliquoted and freezed at -20oC. Before 

use, both solutions were filtered using Sartolab RF 500 (bath solution) and Minisart 

RC 4 (internal solution) filter units (Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany). 

 

 

Table 3: Composition of bath and internal solutions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Substance Concentration

Bathing solution Intracellular solution 

NaCl 98 mM 2 mM 

KCl 2 mM 11 mM 

CaCl2 1 mM - 

MgCl2 2 mM - 

MgSO4 - 2 mM 

K-gluconate - 80 mM 

Na-pyruvate 5 mM - 

Glucose 5 mM - 

HEPES 10 mM 10 mM 

EGTA - 0.2 mM 

Na2-ATP - 1 mM 

Na2-GTP - 0.1 mM 

Adjusted to 

X mOsmol/l 230 

 

190 
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2.5.2 Odorant stimuli 

 

For odorants three amino acids (L-arginine, L-methionine, L-lysine; Sigma) were used 

and either applied as a mixture or as single stimuli. Amino acids are well known to be 

suitable odorants for aquatic species (Caprio and Byrd, 1984; Iida and 

Kashiwayanagi, 1999; Manzini et al., 2002). In every experiment the individual amino 

acids and the mixture were applied in random order. The amino acids were dissolved 

in bath solution (10 mM stock, each) and kept frozen until usage (-20oC). In all of the 

experiments they were used at a final concentration of 200 μM each. Amino acids 

were prepared immediately before use by dissolving the respective stock in bath 

solution. 

2.5.3 The application system 

 

In patch-clamp and calcium imaging experiments the bath solution and the odorant 

stimuli were both applied to the recording chamber by gravity feed from a storage 

syringe through a funnel drug applicator (Figure 15; Schild, 1985). Odorants were 

pipetted directly into the funnel without stopping the continuous flow of bath 

solution. Outflow was through the tip of the outlet tube, which was placed in close 

vicinity to the olfactory epithelium. The dilution of the stimulus within the funnel 

was less than 1% (Manzini and Schild, 2003a). After each stimulus application the 

wall of the funnel was rinsed by washing with bath solution. By this application 

system numberless odorant stimuli can be applied and mechanosensitive responses of 

receptor neurons can be prevented. The minimum stimulus interval was 2 minutes. 
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Figure 15: Schematic drawing of the application system. Bath solution and odorants are 

applied into the funnel with some solution exiting via the outlet to the recording chamber. 

Figure modified after Schild, 1985. 
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2.6 Biocytin/cytokeratin staining of the olfactory epithelium and 

biocytin/calretinin/DAPI staining of the olfactory bulb 

 

Xenopus laevis tadpoles were anaesthetized as described in section 2.2. For staining of 

the olfactory epithelia, the olfactory nerves were cut through and crystals of biocytin 

(ε-biotinoyl-L-lysine, Molecular Probes) were put into the lesioned site. The wound 

was closed by histoacryl glue (B. Braun Aesculap, Tuttlingen, Germany). To allow for 

nerve backfilling, the animals were put back in the water for at least 1.5 hours before 

they were sacrificed and a block of tissue containing the olfactory epithelia, the 

olfactory nerves and the anterior part of the brain was cut out. The blocks were fixed 

in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 2 hours at room temperature, which was followed 

by fixation in 30% saccharose for 3 days at 4oC. Using a cryostat (SM 1850, Leica), 

sections were sliced at about 10 μm and fixed on object slides. They were washed in 

PBS containing 0.2% Triton X-100 (PBST) and the tissue was incubated in ALEXA 

546 conjugated streptavidin (Molecular Probes; 1:100 in PBST) over night at 4oC. 

Slices were then washed in PBST and nonspecific binding was blocked with 2% 

normal goat serum (NGS; ICN, Aurora, Ohio, USA) for 1 hour at room temperature. 

Sections were then incubated overnight at 4oC with a primary monoclonal mouse 

antibody against Xenopus laevis cytokeratin II (Developmental Studies Hybridoma 

Bank, University of Iowa, USA; 1:2000 in 2% NGS/PBST). The primary antibody 

was then washed off with PBS and ALEXA 488 conjugated anti-mouse antibody 

(Molecular Probes; 1:250 in 1% NGS/PBS) was applied for 2 hours at room 

temperature. After the secondary antibody was washed off in several changes of PBS, 

the slices were mounted in mounting medium (Dako, Hamburg, Germany).  

 For immunostaining the OB, tadpoles were electroporated with biocytin within 

their nasal cavities. The animals were anaesthetized with 0.02% tricaine (Sigma) prior 

to this procedure. Electroporation was perfomed using a custom build device (Kludt, 

2009). First, biocytin crystals were placed in the nasal cavities. After the crystals had 

dissolved, two platinum wire electrodes were put in both nasal cavities. Twelve square 

pulses of 30 V and 20 ms duration were manually applied at about 1 Hz and with 

alternating polarity. The animals were put back in the water and sacrificed about 2 

hours after electroporation. A block of tissue containing the olfactory epithelia, the 

olfactory nerves and anterior part of the brain was cut out. The fixation steps, 

sectioning, streptavidin staining and NGS blocking was done the same way as for OE 

slices. In order to visualize the projections of the VNO axons, sections were incubated 

overnight at 4oC with a primary rabbit monoclonal antibody against calretinin 
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(Abcam, Cambridge, UK; 1:1000 in 2% NGS/PBST). The primary antibody was then 

washed off with PBS and an ALEXA 488 conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (Molecular 

Probes; 1:250 in 1% NGS/PBS) was applied for 2 hours at room temperature. After 

washing off the secondary antibody in PBS, the sections were incubated for 15 

minutes with DAPI (Sigma; 1:500) and finally mounted in mountin medium (Dako). 

All preparations were viewed and imaged under a laser scanning confocal microscope 

(LSM 510/Axiovert 100, Zeiss). 
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RESULTS 
 

 

3.1 Double-nested RT-PCR 

 

In the following I describe the method that was developed for RT-PCR using single 

ORNs. 

 If reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) is employed to investigate the 

expression of OR and V1R genes, the caveat of false positive results by contaminating 

gDNA will need to be considered as chemoreceptor genes consist of only one exon. 

When much mRNA material, e.g. the whole olfactory organ, is available for RT-PCR, 

gDNA can simply be digested using DNAses. But when material from just a single 

cell is available, a more sophisticated approach is required (see section 2.4.1). A 

double-nested RT-PCR protocol, which considers these obstacles, was developed for 

single ORNs and is presented in Figure 16.  

 The first step in this protocol is to reverse transcribe all collected mRNAs using 

oligo(dT) primers (for details see section 2.4.3). The second step, at which gDNA is 

strongly diluted and cDNA simultaneously amplified, uses degenerate forward and 

oligo(dT) reverse primers (see Table 2). The degenerate forward primers thereby 

produce the complement strand of the cDNA. Subsequently, both forward and reverse 

primers anneal to cDNA material. Since the oligo(dT) primer anneals at the Poly(A) 

tail of the complementary cDNA strand, but not at a gDNA template, just cDNAs of 

olfactory and vomeronasal receptors will be amplified. The third step aims to further 

amplify even low amounts of all expressed receptor transcripts to which the 

degenerate primers potentially annealed. This goal is achieved by an amplification of 

respective targets within the previous PCR product using another set of degenerate 

OR/V1R primers. In the fourth step, primers being specific for certain chemoreceptor 

sequences are employed to show whether a particular receptor is contained in the 

previous PCR product. This step is only carried out when a degenerate product has 

been detected by agarose-gelelectrophoresis after the 2nd PCR. 
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Figure 16: Reverse transcription and double nested PCR.  

Reverse transcription using oligo(dT)20 primer (1) was followed by amplification of cDNA 

using a degenerate forward primer for ORs/V1Rs (fw I) and a reverse oligo(dT)40/45 primer 

(2). A second set of degenerate primers for ORs and V1Rs (fw II, rev II) was used for 

amplification of a target sequence within the previous PCR product (3). Specific PCR-

products were obtained with gene specific primers (4). 

Abbreviations: UTR, untranslated region; MeG, methylguanosin; RBS, ribosomal entry 

site; AUG, adenosine uracil guanosin (startcodon); UAG, uracil adenosin guanosin 

(stopcodon); RT, reverse transcription; deg, degenerate; fw, forward; rev, reverse; spec, 

specific. 
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3.2 Expression of chemoreceptors in the olfactory epithelium of Xenopus 

laevis tadpoles 

 

Olfactory and vomeronasal type 1 receptors were both shown to be expressed in the 

main olfactory epithelium of Xenopus laevis (Freitag et al., 1995; Mezler et al., 2001; 

Date-Ito et al., 2008). The onset of class I and class II OR expression was thereby 

shown to be from stage 39 and 49 respectively (Mezler et al., 2001). Therefore it was 

probable that at least some receptors are expressed in the OE of the investigated 

larval stages (52-54). In order to validate expression of some selected ORs and V1Rs, 

mRNA content of the olfactory organ was analyzed using a nested RT-PCR. By this 

method it was investigated (i) whether the designed primer work as predicted and (ii) 

which of the chemoreceptors are expressed during the investigated stages. 

 As agarose gelelectrophoresis revealed a product after each PCR, the results 

validated mRNA for almost all tested ORs and V1Rs (Figure 17). Direct sequencing 

of the PCR products (Seqlab Sequence Laboratories, Göttingen, Germany) verified 

the specificity of the selected primers at DNA level (Supplementary figures 1-3). 

Regarding ORs, the sequence identity was at least 99%, whereas the PCR product for 

X.l. V1Rs showed a sequence identity of up to 90% compared to each of the four 

Xenopus tropicalis (X.t.) V1Rs. With respect to the PCR-product obtained with the 

Xb 238/239/107 primer, sequencing revealed expression of only Xb 238.  

  

 

 
 

Figure 17: Identification of OR and V1R mRNA in the olfactory organ of larval Xenopus 

laevis (stages 52-54). The PCR products Class I, II and V1R were obtained with 

degenerate primers. 
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3.3 Expression of multiple receptors in single receptor neurons 

 

The above data demonstrated expression of almost all investigated ORs and V1Rs 

and that the designed primers work in a nested RT-PCR. Subsequently, the question 

whether an ORN expresses more than one OR/V1R gene simultanously was 

approached by two independent sets of experiments. Thereby ORNs were identified 

and collected either in patch-clamp or calcium imaging experiments. 

3.3.1 Patch-clamp measurements of single ORNs 

 

In acute OE slice preparations, cells were patch-clamped and identified as ORNs by 

the oberservation of spontaneous spiking acitivity in the on-cell mode and typical 

voltage-gated inward sodium and outward potassium currents in the whole-cell 

configuration (Figure 18). After cytoplasm was allowed to diffuse into the pipette 

during whole-cell mode, the single cell was collected from the OE under optical and 

electrophysiological control. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 18: Patch-clamp recordings from a single ORN. (A,B) After an ORN was patch-

clamped, the holding potential was set to 0 mV which normally resulted in spontaneous 

electrical activity in intact ORNs. (C-D) In the whole-cell mode net inward and outward 

currents (lower traces) were recorded, triggered by 200 ms step depolarizations to the 

potentials indicated (upper traces, D). (E) A current-voltage (I-V) curve illustrates the 

relationship between the electric currents and the corresponding voltages shown in D. 

Abbreviations: PC, principal cavity; Scale bar, 20 μm. 
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3.3.2 Simultaneous expression of multiple ORs in individual ORNs 

 

After the single cells were collected, they were subjected to reverse transcription. 

Altogether 55 cells were patch-clamped and harvested (n=12 slices). Out of these, 44 

cells were reverse transcribed whereas 11 were used as negative controls. In total, 

PCR-amplified OR products were found in 16 ORNs (Table 4). Reverse transcription 

was validated in all of these cells by the detection of β-actin. 

 

Table 4: OR-expression patterns of reverse transcribed ORNs. The table shows which ORs 

are expressed in 16 reverse transcribed cells. An ”X” indicates ”OR-expression”; a blank field 

indicates ”no OR-expression”. PCR products Cl I and II were obtained with deg. primers. 

 

 Class I ORs Class II ORs 

ORN 

# 

β- 

actin 
Cl I  

XR 

46/106/117 

XR 

116

Xb 

238/239/107

Xb 

242
Cl II

Xb 

178

Xb 

180

Xb 

177 

1 X X  X X X X X  X 

2 X      X    

3 X      X  X  

4 X      X    

5 X      X X X X 

6 X      X X X X 

7 X X  X  X X    

8 X X  X   X    

9 X X X X  X     

10 X      X    

11 X      X X   

12 X X X X  X     

13 X X     X    

14 X X         

15 X      X    

16 X X         
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With regard to the amount of PCR products that were found per single cell, 

several ORNs seemed to contain more than one kind of chemoreceptor transcript. One 

example for this striking finding is shown in Figure 19 (A, B), where the PCR 

products obtained from a single receptor neuron (#6, Table 4) are depicted. This 

particular cell showed expression of β-actin and the tested class II subgroup but not 

of class I. A subsequent PCR then revealed that this receptor neuron expressed three 

of the tested ORs, namely Xb 178, Xb 180 and Xb 177. Direct sequencing of the β-

actin and OR fragments validated this finding (Supplementary figure 4). In total, 

specificity of PCR products was reconfirmed for 6 more PCR products (not shown). 

Regarding possible contamination derived from gDNA, no PCR product was observed 

in those samples that had not undergone the reverse transcriptase reaction (Figure 19, 

C). 

 

 
 

Concerning the amplicons of all ORNs, the frequency by which a PCR product 

was found was highest for Class II degenerate primers and lowest for Xb 238/239/107 

primers (for more details see Figure 20). For eight investigated ORNs expression of at 

least two ORs could be observed (Figure 21). Out of these, six ORNs were found that 

expressed a minimum of three receptors. One cell even expressed at least five 

receptors.  

 
Figure 19: Expression of multiple ORs per single ORN. (A) Single cell RT-PCR revealed 

mRNA of β-actin and class II ORs but not of class I ORs. (B) A subsequent PCR with 

specific primers for class II ORs showed expression of Xb 178 Xb 180 and Xb 177 (6). (C) 

In contrast, no PCR products were obtained from ORNs that had not undergone reverse 

transcription. 
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Figure 21: Rate of expressed OR per ORN. PCR products of ORs were found in 16 cells 

(n = 12 slices). Half of them expressed at least two receptors. A minimum of three 

expressed ORs was found in six of these, while one cell expressed at least five receptors.  

 
 

Figure 20: Frequency of OR-expression in single ORNs. The histogram shows for each of 

the employed primers in how many of the 16 ORNs a PCR product was found. OR-

expression in detail: Class I degenerate primers = 8 ORNs; XR 46/106/117 = 2 ORNs; 

XR 116 = 5 ORNs; Xb 238/239/107 = 1 ORNs; Xb 242 = 4 ORNs; Class II degenerate 

primers = 12 ORNs; Xb 178 = 4 ORNs; Xb 180 = 3 ORNs; Xb 177 = 3 ORNs.  
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3.3.3 Calcium imaging of ORNs 

 

In order to obtain a more detailed understanding about the ligand-sensitivities of the 

expressed receptors, it was reasoned that an odorant response assay, combined with 

single cell RT-PCR, would lead to a correlation between the physiological responses 

and the investigated receptors. Amino acids were selected as odorants as they are well 

known olfactory stimuli in larval Xenopus laevis (Manzini et al., 2002; Manzini et al., 

2003a). In this study, ORNs of Fluo-4/AM stained slices were stimulated with three 

amino acids, namely arginine, lysine and methionine. These amino acids were chosen 

based on a previous study that predicted a subset of ORNs expressing at least two 

olfactory receptors that exhibit different sensitivities to these three stimuli 

(Gutermann, 2006). In addition, the use of three stimuli implied a differentiated 

response spectrum with up to 7 possible patterns. With respect to the application, the 

odorant stimuli were applied separately as well as a mixture of all three (200 μM 

each). After [Ca2+]i transients were recorded, responsive ORNs were collected and 

subjected to reverse transcription (see section 2.4.3). Figure 22 illustrates this 

procedure. For demonstration purposes the pipette was filled with fluorescein. The 

Figure depicts the increase in [Ca2+]i upon stimulus application (Figure 22, C) and 

illustrates that the responsive cell was individually collected from the tissue slice (D).  

 

 

 
Figure 22: Calcium imaging and cell harvesting. (A) Widefield image showing an acute 

slice of the OE with a patch pipette on an individual receptor neuron (arrow). (B) 

Fluorescence image showing the odorant response of this ORN was determined by calcium 

imaging of the Fluo-4/AM-stained slice. (C) Time course of [Ca2+]i transients of the cell 

marked in B evoked by application of amino acids. (D) Responsive cells were individually 

collected with a patch pipette. Abbreviations: PC, principal cavity; AA, amino acids. 

Scale bars, 20 μm (B), 5 s and ΔF/F 10% (C). 
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3.3.4 RT-PCR analysis of preimaged ORNs 

 

Altogether 45 receptor neurons were harvested (n=11 slices). Out of these, 34 cells 

were reverse transcribed whereas 11 were used as negative controls. In total, β-actin 

was detected in 14 ORNs whereas PCR-amplified OR/V1R products were found in 10 

of these. Expressed receptors and response profiles of these cells are shown in Table 5. 

 

Table 5: OR/V1R-expression patterns of preimaged ORNs. The table shows which ORs are 

expressed in 14 reverse transcribed cells. An ”X” indicates ”OR-expression”; a blank field 

indicates ”no OR-expression”. In addition, response profiles of these ORNs are depicted. An 

”O” indicates a ”response” to a particular stimulus; a blank field indicates ”no response”. 

Abbreviations: VR, vomeronasal receptor; Arg, arginine; Met, methionine; Lys, lysine; Mix, 

Arg+Met+Lys. PCR products Cl I and II were obtained with degenerate primers. 

 

 Class I ORs Class II ORs VR Odorant stimuli 

ORN 

# 

β- 

actin 
Cl I  

XR 

46/ 

106/ 

117/ 

XR 

116 

Xb 

238/ 

239/ 

107/ 

Xb 

242 
Cl II 

Xb 

178 

Xb 

180 

Xb 

177 

Xb 

350 

Xb 

352 

V1R 

Deg 
Arg Met Lys Mix 

1 X     X O  O 

2 X     X X X O O  O 

3 X     O  O 

4 X     X O   O 

5 X     O  O 

6 X     X X X X O O  O 

7 X     X X X O   O 

8 X     X O O  O 

9 X     O  O 

10 X     X O O O O 

11 X X  X X  X X O O O O 

12 X X  X X X X X X X O O O O 

13 X     X X X O O O 

14 X     O   O 
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The frequency by which a PCR product was found in reverse transcribed cells 

was highest for Class II degenerate primers. No PCR products were found for XR 

46/106/117, Xb 178 and Xb 352 (for more details see Figure 23). For six investigated 

ORNs expression of at least two ORs could be observed (Figure 24). Out of these, 

two ORNs were found that expressed a minimum of five receptors. One cell even 

expressed at least six receptors.  

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 23: Frequency of OR-expression in preimaged ORNs. The histogram shows for 

each of the employed primers in how many of the 14 ORNs a PCR product was found. 

OR-expression in detail: Class I degenerate primers = 14,3%; XR 46/106/117 = 0%; XR 

116 = 14.3%; Xb 238/239/107 = 14.3%; Xb 242 = 7.1%;  Class II degenerate primers = 

64.3%; Xb 178 = 0%; Xb 180 = 28.6%; Xb 177 = 21.4%; Xb 350 =7.1%; Xb 352 = 0%; 

V1Rs = 42.9%. 
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Representatively for the investigated cells, Figure 25 (A-D) shows the results 

obtained from a single preimaged ORN (# 12, Table 5). Time courses of the [Ca2+]i 

transient upon stimuli application and the PCR products found for this cell are 

depicted. Application of each single amino acid and of the amino acid mixture elicited 

[Ca2+]i increases in this olfactory neuron. With regard to receptor expression in this 

cell, PCR-amplified products were found for β-actin, the tested class II and I 

subgroups and for the V1R subgroup. After a subsequent PCR, products were found 

for five of the tested ORs, namely Xb 180, Xb 177, XR 116, Xb 238/239/107 and Xb 

242. Concerning possible contamination derived from gDNA, no PCR product was 

observed in those samples that had not undergone the reverse transcriptase reaction 

(Figure 24, E). 

 

 
 

Figure 24: Rate of expressed ORs per preimaged ORN. PCR products of ORs were found 

in 10 cells (n = 11 slices). Six of them expressed at least two receptors. A minimum of five 

expressed ORs was found in two of these, while one cell expressed at least six receptors.  
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Figure 25: Expression of multiple ORs in a preimaged ORN. (A) Time courses of [Ca2+]i 

transients of a preimaged ORN (#12, Table 5). Responses were observed upon application 

of each single amino acid and for the amino acid mixture, which was applied twice (2nd). 

Application of bath solution as a control showed no comparable response. (B) Single cell 

RT-PCR of this ORN revealed mRNA of β-actin, class II ORs, class I ORs and of V1Rs. 

(C) PCR with specific primers for class II ORs showed expression of Xb 180 and Xb 177, 

but not of Xb 178, Xb 350 and Xb 352. (D) PCR with specific primers for class I ORs 

showed expression of XR 116, Xb 238/239/107 and Xb 242 but not of XR 46/106/117. 

(E) In contrast, no PCR products were obtained from ORNs that had not undergone 

reverse transcription. Abbreviations: Arg, arginine; Met, methionine; Lys, lysine; Mix, 

Arg+Met+Lys. Scale bars, 10 s and ΔF/F 75% (A). 
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3.4 Deorphanisation of expressed chemoreceptors 

 

In order to reconstitute odorant-receptor interactions, the observed physiological 

responses to each single amino acid were correlated to the expressed receptors. 

Deorphanisation was thereby based on the following considerations: If one odor 

molecule can activate multiple ORs, no particular chemoreceptor will always have to 

be expressed by a cell that responds to this substance. But if a certain ligand X-

sensitive receptor is expressed, a response to ligand X should always be observed. 

Consequently Table 6 depicts a chemoreceptor/response matrix which gives the 

response profiles with respect to each of the detected receptors (including degenerate 

PCR products).  

 Concerning the two ORNs which expressed class I receptors, it was found that 

they responded to all three stimuli. While PCR products for XR 116 and Xb 

238/239/107 were found in both cells, the receptor Xb 242 seemed to be expressed in 

only one of both. 

 A more differentiated result was obtained with respect to V1 and class II 

receptors. V1Rs were found to be expressed in six ORNs which responded at least to 

arginine and/or methionine. Each of the two stimuli initiated responses in five cells, 

whereas lysine elicited responses in three cells. 

 With regard to ORNs that expressed class II receptors, it was found that seven 

out of nine cells responded at least to arginine and/or methionine. The OR Xb 180 

was found in four ORNs. Responses upon application of arginine or methionine were 

observed in three cells respectively, whereas lysine elicited a response in one cell. 

However, Xb 177 was found in three ORNs which all responded at least to arginine 

and methionine. One ORN expressed Xb 350 and responded to arginine and 

methionine.   

 In summary, the most prominent observations were as follows: 

 

(i) The receptors XR 46/106/117, Xb 178 and Xb 352 were not found to be 

expressed in amino acid-responsive ORNs.  

(ii) ORNs that expressed Xb 177 always responded to arginine and 

methionine. 
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Table 6: Response profiles of expressed chemoreceptors. The table shows a 

chemoreceptor/response matrix extracted from Table 5. It represents the response profiles of 

cells with respect to each detected receptor. An ”O” indicates a ”response” to a particular 

stimulus; a blank field indicates ”no response”. Abbreviations: Arg, arginine; Met, methionine; 

Lys, lysine; Mix, Arg+Met+Lys. 

 

Receptor  Arg Met Lys Mix Receptor Arg Met Lys Mix

Class I deg      Class II deg     

Cell 11  O O O O Cell 1  O  O 

Cell 12  O O O O Cell 2 O   O 

XR 116      Cell 4 O   O 

Cell 11  O O O O Cell 6 O O  O 

Cell 12  O O O O Cell 7 O   O 

Xb 238/239/107      Cell 10 O O O O 

Cell 11  O O O O Cell 11 O O O O 

Cell 12  O O O O Cell 12 O O O O 

Xb 242      Cell 13  O O O 

Cell 12  O O O O Xb 180     

V1R deg      Cell 2 O O  O 

Cell 6  O O  O Cell 7 O   O 

Cell 7  O   O Cell 12 O O O O 

Cell 8  O O  O Cell 13  O O O 

Cell 11  O O O O Xb 177     

Cell 12  O O O O Cell 2 O O  O 

Cell 13   O O O Cell 6 O O  O 

      Cell 12 O O O O 

      Xb 350     

      Cell 6 O O  O 
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DISCUSSION 

 

 

4.1 Olfactory receptors 

 

Accumulated evidence in the past has undoubtedly proven that vertebrate ORNs 

detect odorant molecules by expression of OR genes (Mombaerts, 1999; Breer, 2003). 

Discovered in 1991, OR genes have intronless coding regions and encode proteins with 

seven putative transmembrane helices (Buck and Axel, 1991). Within these proteins, 

hypervariable regions exist that likely contribute to selective binding of different 

odorants (Buck and Axel, 1991; Katada et al., 2005). According to genome-wide 

analysis, it is nowadays assumed that ORs comprise one of the largest, if not the 

largest, gene family in the genome of many species (Zhang and Firestein, 2002; 

Niimura and Nei, 2005a,b). Although the great majority of ORNs in the main 

olfactory epithelium expresses ORs for odor detection, recent studies showed that 

there are also other kinds of chemoreceptors expressed that are involved in the 

detection of odorants. These include trace amine-associated receptors (TAARs, 

Liberles and Buck, 2006; Gliem et al., 2009), receptor guanylyl cyclase GC-D 

(Leinders-Zufall et al., 2007) and vomeronasal receptors type 1 (V1Rs, Rodriguez and 

Mombaerts, 2002; Date-Ito et al., 2008).  

 However, each ORN that is activated by a certain stimulus encodes the odor 

information and transmits it to glomerula which are the basic units in the odor map 

of the olfactory bulb. Different spatio-temporal patterns of activated glomerula 

thereby encode the different odor identities (Wachowiak and Shipley, 2006; Junek et 

al., 2010). But as there are by far more odorant substances than chemoreceptors, 

conclusive theories were needed to explain how odorants are generally perceived. A 

widely accepted hypothesis assumes a combinatorial receptor code for odor detection 

and incorporates that there is exclusively one OR gene expressed per ORN. The 

theory thereby based on results of different studies. First, several expression assays 

revealed that one type of OR can bind several odor molecules and that one odor 

molecule can activate multiple ORs (Raming et al., 1993; Kiefer et al., 1996; 

Krautwurst et al., 1998; Speca et al., 1999; Hatt et al., 2001; Kajiya et al., 2001; 
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Liberles and Buck, 2006). Second, in situ and single cell RT-PCR studies found only 

one OR gene expressed per single ORNs (Ressler et al., 1993; Vassar et al., 1993; 

Malnic et al., 1999; Touhara et al., 1999; Kajiya et al., 2001; Hamana et al., 2003). 

Furthermore, a negative feedback mechanism by OR proteins themselves was 

proposed to prevent expression of multiple ORs per single olfactory neuron (Serizawa 

et al., 2003; Lewcock and Reed, 2004). 

 But however seductive and plausible this one receptor-one neuron theory may 

be, several caveats (see section 1.4) do not allow it to be considered proven beyond 

doubt. As a matter of fact, the one receptor-one neuron theory is difficult to prove as 

the challenge is to demonstrate not only that one expressed OR gene can be detected 

per cell but also to ensure that none of the other, often few to many hundred, OR 

genes are expressed. Therefore it remains a hypothesis, especially since recent studies 

demonstrated pieces of evidence against it by directly illustrating multiple OR 

expression in single olfactory neurons (Rawson et al., 2000; Sato et al., 2007; Tian and 

Ma, 2008).  

 

4.1.1 How to verify multiple OR gene expression 

 

In order to find solutions how to substantiate whether single ORNs express one or 

multiple OR genes simultaneously, past studies and their applied techniques were 

critically evaluated. One of the main problems for single cell RT-PCR and in situ 

hybridization was that single ORNs could hardly be tested on the expression of 

numerous ORs. Since few studies worked with rodents, the lack of many highly 

conserved regions in their OR genes caused problems designing adequate degenerate 

primers or in situ probes that cover numerous OR sequences simultaneously 

(Mombaerts, personal communication). However, these studies employed some 

degenerate primer pairs (Malnic et al., 1999; Touhara et al., 1999) and degenerate in 

situ probes (Vassar et al., 1993).  

 With regard to single cell RT-PCR, it is desirable to solve another apparent 

obstacle: A relatively high rate of false negative OR-detection. This rate may be 

explained by insufficient amounts of mRNA isolated or too much digested mRNA 

respectively. Thus, RT-PCR can only determine the minimum, but not the maximum 

number of OR genes expressed per ORN (Mombaerts, 2004).  
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 But despite all substantial technical obstacles, single cell RT-PCR and in situ 

hybridization are both the most promising techniques to directly test the one 

receptor-one neuron hypothesis in single ORNs, especially if both techniques were 

applied in a combined approach. A nested single cell RT-PCR could then be 

conducted first to find possible coexpressed ORs. Subsequently, probes for in situ 

hybridization could be created based on the PCR findings. This has two advantages. 

(i) The efficiency of in situ experiments is increased, which accelerates to (ii) 

independently verify the results obtained from the PCR experiments.  

4.1.2 Transition to own experiments 

 

When considering a new study that investigates OR expression in single ORNs, it is 

also important to realize that the majority of past studies used the olfactory 

epithelium or single ORNs of adult animals. But what would be the result in olfactory 

neurons of developing animals? Since the main olfactory system progressively 

develops, these ORNs may exhibit different features than during adulthood.  

 A developmental phase of oligogenic OR expression was already proposed in the 

past (Mombaerts, 2004). This hypothesis incorporates that the low probability of OR 

gene choice does not necessarily have to be singular in every cell and that oligogenic 

expression could be governed by a Poisson distribution. It is further speculated that 

gene choice is followed by positive (for cells expressing one OR) and negative selection 

(against cells expressing more than one OR) resulting usually in ORNs with only one 

expressed receptor. ORNs that express multiple OR genes may thereby disappear over 

time, because there might not be enough of them to form stable glomerula (Ebrahimi 

and Chess, 2000) or they could be eliminated by activity dependent mechanisms 

(Mombaerts, 2004; Tian and Ma, 2008). However, if the examined cell population 

from adults is already shaped by these selective processes, results might not be 

directly informative regarding the mechanisms of OR gene choice (Mombaerts, 2004). 

Therefore it was suggested to pay more attention to developing animals and 

investigate ORNs at a time when they make their OR gene choices. One recent study, 

which may have followed that advice, investigated the development of OR expression 

patterns in the olfactory epithelium of the mouse septal organ (Tian and Ma, 2008). 

Extensive double in situ labeling with combinations of nine mouse OR probes 

indicated coexpression of any two ORs in single ORNs from stage P0 up to one 
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month after birth. The findings confirmed the developmental oligogenic hypothesis as 

the frequency of coexpression drops from about 2% to 0.2% within this month.  

 Future experiments, which focus on the developing animal, may therefore 

contribute to revise the one receptor-one neuron theory for vertebrates. 

 Since our lab works with larval Xenopus laevis and since previous physiological 

experiments indicated expression and functionality of at least two amino acid-

responsive ORs in single ORNs of the tadpoles‘ OE (Manzini and Schild, 2004; Schild 

and Manzini, 2004; Gutermann, 2006; Manzini et al., 2007), this animal model seemed 

to be promising for directly supporting either the developmental oligogenic hypothesis 

or the one receptor-one neuron theory. 

 

 

4.2 Evaluation of the applied method 

 

Since single cell RT-PCR exhibits the big advantage of testing on multiple ORs 

simultaneously, this method was selected for this present study. In addition to known 

olfactory receptors, this study also investigated expression of vomeronasal receptors of 

type 1 (V1Rs) as it was recently demonstrated that V1R genes are also expressed by 

ORNs in the main olfactory epithelium of Xenopus (Date-Ito et al., 2008).  

 However, the technical obstacles of single cell RT-PCR needed to be solved 

first. These comprised the design of suitable primer pairs and the design of a RT-PCR 

protocol which considers possible gDNA contamination and amplification from 

eventually low-expressed receptor transcripts (see section 2.4.1). 

  

Primerdesign 

In order to test on multiple receptor sequences simultaneously degenerate primers 

were designed for selected ORs and V1Rs based on an alignment of the receptors‘ 

sequences. The ORs were thereby divided into a class I and class II subgroup.  

 With respect to sequence homology, several regions within the OR and V1R 

genes were found that exhibited a high similarity. This observation offered adequate 

possibilities to design degenerate primers for PCR. In contrast, few variable regions 

were also found within the OR sequences which enabled the design of specific primers. 

According to these findings, consecutive nested PCRs could be conducted exhibiting 

the advantage of detecting even low-expressed receptor transcripts. The possibility of 

mature ORNs coexpressing one or multiple OR genes at lower levels was thereby 

already proposed in the past (Mombaerts, 2004). 
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 Considering the PCR products obtained with degenerate primers, it is 

noteworthy to mention that these may not only contain amplicons of the investigated 

chemoreceptors. Degenerate primers may additionally also bind to templates of other, 

so far unknown receptor sequences as it seems not unlikely that other receptors 

comprise a similar homology in those coding regions for which the primers were 

created. The result of a nested PCR could then be that a product is obtained 

employing degenerate primers but none in a subsequent PCR using specific ones. As 

such results repeatedly occurred in this study, it was reasoned that the degenerate 

product was derived from at least one expressed OR gene that was not among the 

tested ones.   
  

Reverse transcription and cDNA amplification 

Following primer design, a method was developed in order to isolate mRNA material 

from single ORNs. A patch pipette was employed to collect single ORNs which were 

either identified electrophysiologically or by calcium-imaging experiments. 

Subsequently the single cells were expelled into tubes containing diverse agents for 

reverse transcription (RT). In order to prevent a loss of RNA by RNase-mediate 

degradation, an RNase inhibitor was added. Reverse transcription was carried out 

using oligo(dT) primers and a highly sensitive reverse transcriptase (see section 2.4.3). 

The process was thereby similar to the procedure of previous studies (Matsunami and 

Buck, 1997; Malnic et al., 1999).  

 However, after reverse transcription, the probes did not only contain cDNA 

material but also still the cellular genomic DNA which was a possible contamination 

factor, eventually leading to false positive results. Initial experiments that directly 

employed cDNA for PCR produced such false positive data: Using gene specific 

primers, it was observed that (i) almost each cell seemed to express several of the 

tested receptors and (ii) that the negative control experiments were occasionally 

positive (data not shown). Therefore a way had to be found to minimize the risk of 

creating such contaminating PCR products derived from gDNA. The above 

mentioned older studies (Matsunami and Buck, 1997; Malnic et al., 1999) approached 

this problem by a nested PCR, where cDNA, but no gDNA material, was amplified in 

a first step. Thereby gDNA was diluted prior to a second PCR, where primers were 

employed which matched conserved regions within the coding sequence of OR genes. 

 

 According to this method a similar approach was conducted in the present 

study. cDNA was amplified using a OR/V1R degenerate forward and an oligo(dT) 
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reverse primer. Initially, the degenerate forward primer produced the complement 

strand of the cDNA. Consequently, both forward and reverse primers could anneal to 

cDNA material. Since the oligo(dT) primer anneals at the Poly(A) tail of the 

complementary cDNA strand but not at a gDNA template, just cDNAs of olfactory 

and vomeronasal receptors will be amplified. As it was shown that the 3‘-untranslated 

region of mRNA transcripts generally differ in length and contain about 400 base 

pairs on average for cold-blooded vertebrates (Mazumder et al., 2003), the elongation 

time of the cDNA amplification protocol was set to 3 min. This ensured amplification 

of cDNA strands (including 3‘-UTR and Poly(T) tail) with a length of up to a few 

thousand basepairs and thereby considered the possibility of 3‘-UTRs of OR/V1R 

transcripts being longer than the estimated mean value. These considerations were 

also taken into account at previous single cell PCR studies working with warm-

blooded vertebrates, where the elongation time was set between 2 (Touhara et al., 

1999) and 6 min (Dulac and Axel, 1995; Matsunami and Buck, 1997; Malnic et al., 

1999).  

 However, if an aliquot of this first PCR reaction is now taken and employed in 

a subsequent PCR where primers theoretically also match regions of gDNA, the 

gDNA will have to be diluted twice before contaminating PCR products could be 

sufficiently produced in a PCR reaction. 

 In order to calculate this dilution factor, it was assumed that the chromosomes 

of the gDNA were randomly distributed after cDNA synthesis as the temperature 

protocol of the RT makes degradation of the nuclear envelope probable. With regard 

to the first PCR, where only cDNA is amplified, the initial solution was diluted by 

4:46. The aliquot that was then used for the second PCR was also diluted by 4:46. In 

total, the aliquot of the initial cDNA/gDNA-containing solution was diluted by 1:132. 

This dilution factor seemed to be sufficient to minimize the risk of gDNA 

contamination, as no PCR products were obtained in the negative control 

experiments. In addition, the observation of an occasional and unequal distribution of 

receptor expression (see Figure 19 and 23) further suggest a reliable result of the 

single cell RT-PCR experiments, especially compared to the initial results where false 

positive results for receptor expression were probably found in the majority of the 

investigated cells. 

 However, an ideal single cell RT-PCR approach would involve a DNase 

digestion prior to cDNA synthesis. By this, results would be most conclusive. A 

previous study pursued that strategy and eliminated gDNA of single cells by a 

DNase-mediated digestion step on a RNA isolation spin cartridge (Touhara et al., 
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1999). Unfortunately, the cartridge production was finally stopped when the company 

(GIBCO-BRL) was overtaken by Invitrogen in the year 2000. Nontheless, a DNase 

digestion step was also tried to be incorporated in the RT-protocol of this study. But 

when gDNA was aimed to be eliminated, the modified RT-protocol failed to succeed 

(data not shown). As the reverse transcriptase is a highly sensitive enzyme with 

requires its own buffer system, the addition of a DNase with another buffer system, 

probably caused inefficiency of the enzyme. 

 In summary, the developed method for detecting expression of OR/V1Rs in 

single ORNs of larval Xenopus led to (i) the possibility of detecting even low-

expressed chemoreceptor transcripts and (ii) a minimization of contaminating PCR 

products derived from gDNA. 

 

 

4.3 Olfactory and vomeronasal receptors are expressed in larval 

olfactory tissue 

 

After the primers and the RT-PCR protocol were successfully designed, it was verified 

which of the investigated chemoreceptors are expressed during the investigated larval 

stages of the animal. With regard to OR gene expression in Xenopus laevis, an earlier 

study demonstrated that expression of class I ORs is initiated quite early in 

development (stage 32) whereas classes II ORs were found from stage 49 onwards 

(Mezler et al., 2001).  

 According to these findings it seemed probable to detect some of the selected 

ORs (see section 2.4.1) in animals of the investigated larval stages (52-54). In addition 

to ORs, gene expression of V1Rs was also investigated in this study. A recent study 

characterized the expression of these receptors exclusively in adult animals of Xenopus 

(Date-Ito et al., 2008), which motivated to examine expression in ORNs of tadpoles. 

As 2/3 of all V1R-positive ORNs were shown to express one out of just four V1Rs, 

these four were selected and investigated in this study. 

 In order to show expression of the selected ORs and V1Rs and find candidate 

genes for the upcoming single cell RT-PCR, the mRNA content of the olfactory organ 

was analyzed. cDNA was synthesized and tested with degenerate and specific primers 

in a nested PCR protocol (see section 2.4.2). Surprisingly, the results revealed that all 

designed primers produced a positive result. The specificity of the PCR products and 

thereby the specificity of the primers were confirmed by sequencing of the specific 

PCR products. Since this finding was validated by two independent methods (Trizol 
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method and RNeasy Mini Kit) which both incorporated a DNase digestion step in the 

experimental protocol, it seems probable that tadpoles of the investigated stages 

indeed express the found receptors.  

 However, as it was only possible to generate “overlapping” primers for Xb 

238/239/107, XR 46/106/117 and V1R10/11/12/23, it can not be reliably stated 

whether each of these embedded receptors was contained in the PCR product. This 

especially accounts for Xb 238/239/107 where sequencing revealed expression of only 

Xb 238. With regard to the other PCR products it can only be stated, that at least 

one of the embedded receptors is expressed, but not which. 
 With respect to the expression of vomeronasal receptors in Xenopus, the general 

results of the expression assay demonstrated that V1Rs seem to be already expressed 

during the larval stages. Concerning the sequence alignment (see Supplementary 

figure 3) between the four database X.t. nucleotide sequences and the PCR product of 

X.l., the identity was found to be around 90%. This is consistent with the finding of a 

previous study which showed that the sequence identity of another kind of 

chemoreceptors, namely trace amine-associated receptors, is around 94% between 

both species (Gliem et al., 2009). 

 In summary, this expression assay revealed that almost each of the tested 

chemoreceptors is expressed in the olfactory tissue during the investigated stages. It 

was shown for the first time that V1 receptor genes are expressed in the olfactory 

organ of larval Xenopus. Furthermore, the observed specificity of the primers 

implicated that they were also suitable for the upcoming single cell RT-PCR.  

 

4.4 Multiple receptors are expressed in single ORNs 

 

After the expression of OR and V1R genes was verified in the olfactory tissue, a single 

cell RT-PCR was conducted to validate whether single or multiple chemoreceptors are 

expressed in ORNs of larval animals. mRNA was thereby collected from single ORNs 

in two different sets of experiments which were patch-clamp measurements or 

calcium-imaging experiments respectively. Subsequently, mRNA was subjected to the 

above mentioned double nested RT-PCR. 

 The general outcome of both sets of experiements was quite striking. Out of 78 

ORNs that were collected in total and subjected to reverse transcription, coexpression 

of at least two OR/V1R genes was found in about 18% (=14 ORNs).  In 33% (=26 

ORNs) expression of at least one receptor gene was validated. The specificity of the 

PCR products and the respective primers was reconfirmed by direct sequencing, 
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which was successfully conducted for 9 tested PCR products (partly shown in 

Supplementary figure 4). Secondary to the specific products, additional bands were 

occasionally obtained in the agarose gel. One usually originated from the degenerate 

PCR product itself, while the others were probably created according to the long 

amplification process in three successive PCRs.  

 With respect to the efficiency of chemoreceptor detection, the above mentioned 

result (33%) is in agreement with the results of ealier single cell RT-PCR studies, 

where OR genes were reported to be detected in 30-50% of all investigated cells 

(Malnic et al., 1999; Hamana et al., 2003; Mombaerts, 2004).  

 In detail for this study, the success rate for chemoreceptor detection was 16/44 

in experiments, where ORNs were chosen without any knowledge of their ligand 

spectrum. In contrast, when amino acid-responsive ORNs were examined after 

calcium-imaging experiments, the success rate was 10/34. The rate for preimaged 

ORNs was thereby comparable to those of previous studies. One group found PCR-

products in 14 out of 47 responsive ORNs, while the success rate was 18/26 in ORNs 

that did not respond to applied odors (Malnic et al., 1999). A more recent study 

obtained a success rate of 28/103 for preimaged and responsive ORNs and a ratio of 

5/6 with no calcium-imaging assay (Hamana et al., 2003). In addition to the 

accordance regarding the rates of preimaged ORNs, another observation could be 

deduced from the comparison between the success rates. All studies obtained a 

decrease in their success rate when they investigated only odorant-responsive ORNs, 

which was most probably due to the bias of the selected cells. The decrease was more 

significant for the studies of Hamana et al. (56.1%) and Malnic et al. (29.6%), 

whereas the difference was about 10% in this study (considering only PCR-products 

derived from those primer pairs that were used in both sets of experiments). The 

reasons for this divergence may be of variable origins. Both previous studies used 

ORNs of adult mice, whereas this study used ORNs of larval Xenopus. Mice ORNs 

were first dissociated from the epithelium and then selected if they were responsive to 

aliphatic alcohols and acids (Malnic et al., 1999) as well as to enantiomeric carvone 

(Hamana et al., 2003). This study used acute tissue slices and selected ORNs that 

responded to amino acids. With regard to dissociated cells it is noteworthy to mention 

that some functions of ORNs, e.g. odor sensitivity, may get impaired if the cells are 

not anymore embedded in their epithelial assembly (Breunig et al., 2010). In addition 

to these observations, the bias of the primers may have unintentionally contributed to 

the obtained findings as the success rate also depends on (i) the number of sequence 
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templates which are matched by the primers and on (ii) the amount of receptors 

among these that are sensitive to the applied odorants.  

 However, if the mechanism of OR gene expression is different between larval 

and adult animals (Mombaerts, 2004) and if multiple ORs are expressed in ORNs of 

larval animals, the success rates between both groups of selected cells will anyway not 

vary greatly with respect to larval animals. A preconditions is of course that the 

applied primers cover multiple sequences simultaneously. 

 In summary, this study demonstrated that a subset of ORNs exists in the OE of 

larval Xenopus, which expresses two or more chemoreceptors simultaneously. With 

regard to amino acid-responsive cells, the results confirm suggestions of previous 

studies done in our lab (Manzini and Schild, 2004; Schild and Manzini, 2004; 

Gutermann, 2006; Manzini et al., 2007). Cross-adaptation experiments conclusively 

demonstrated that a subset of amino acid-responsive ORNs exists which expresses at 

least two functional amino acid-sensitive receptors simultaneously (Gutermann, 2006). 

In addition, the present study approves a previously stated model of a developmental 

phase of oligogenic OR expression in the olfactory organ (Mombaerts, 2004). It 

supports the consideration of larval animals being promising candidates to 

satisfactorily test this hypothesis (Mombaerts, 2004) and confirms recent findings 

observed in new-born mice (Tian and Ma, 2008). However, the presented data of this 

thesis are still consistent with the body of literature and do not disprove a one 

receptor-one neuron hypothesis for ORNs in adult animals. But they may contribute 

to shift the focus from a rather dogmatic understanding of OR-expression to a more 

dynamic view of the olfactory epithelium.  

 Accordingly, Figure 26 illustrates how OR-expression could be accomplished in 

Xenopus. The olfactory epithelium of larval animals thereby contains a subset of 

ORNs expressing multiple ORs. On the contrary this subset is hypothesized to be 

eliminated in adults. 
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Figure 26: Model of an oligogenic OR expression during the developmental phase of 

Xenopus laevis. This schematic respresentation illustrates a subset of ORNs in larval 

Xenopus that express multiple kinds of functional ORs simultaneously. On the contrary, it 

is proposed, although not proven yet, that ORNs of adult animals express only one kind 

of receptor. Abbreviation: SC, sustentacular cell; PC, principal cavity; ON, olfactory 

nerve. The image of the adult frog was modified after Freeze et al., 2009. 
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4.5 Deorphanisation of chemoreceptors 

 

In order to identify whether one of the expressed chemoreceptors is sensitive to the 

applied amino acids, the expressed receptors were correlated to the observed response 

patterns of those responsive ORNs which were found to express the respective 

receptors. The recognition profiles led to some concluding remarks about ligand-

sensitivities of the investigated receptors.  

 With regard to the investigated class I receptors, not much can be interpreted 

about their sensitivities as class I OR expression was just observed in two ORNs, 

which both responded to all three odorant stimuli (arginine, methionine, lysine). But 

as one of both cells did not express the OR Xb 242, it may be stated that this 

receptor is not solely, if at all, necessary for the detection of one of the three amino 

acids. Regarding the other expressed class I receptors, no further conclusions can be 

drawn about their ligand-sensitivities, especially as class II and V1 receptors were also 

found to be expressed in these cells. With respect to the class I OR Xb 107, a 

previous study demonstrated in a heterologous cell expression assay that this receptor 

responds to a mixture of long-chain neutral amino acids (proline, valine, leucine, 

isoleucine, methionine) but not to short-chain neutral amino acids (glycine, alanine, 

serine, threonine, cysteine) and basic amino acids (arginine, lysine, histidine) (Mezler 

et al., 2001). However, as this receptor does not seem to be expressed during the 

investigated larval stages (see Supplementary figure 1) the present study was not able 

to confirm the above mentioned findings. 

 With regard to class II ORs, specific PCR products of three receptors were 

found. Xb 180 was thereby expressed in four ORNs. But since their response profiles 

were not congruent, the receptor Xb 180 may not be considered to either detect 

arginine, methionine or lysine. On the contrary, the receptor Xb 177 was found in 

three ORNs which always responded to arginine and methionine. Therefore Xb 177 

can be considered as a candidate receptor being sensitive to arginine and/or 

methionine. In addition to the already mentioned class II receptors, Xb 350 was once 

found to be expressed by an ORN that responded to arginine and methionine. But as 

this cell also expressed Xb 177 and V1Rs, no conclusive argument would speak in 

favor of or against the hypothesis that this receptor is sensitive to both amino acids. 

 Furthermore, deorphanisation yielded a final observation with regard to ORNs 

expressing degenerate class II or V1 receptor PCR products: Each cell responded to 

arginine and/or methionine. One might therefore speculate whether class II and V1R 

products regularly contain sequences from receptors that are sensitive to the amino 
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acids arginine and/or methionine. As the degenerate primers may cover multiple 

receptor sequences simultaneously, the proposed option would be feasible. 

 Taken together, the deorphanisation study demonstrated an approach for the 

functional identification of chemoreceptors from single ORNs. It was concluded that 

the class II OR Xb 177 can be considered as a promising candidate receptor that is 

sensitive to arginine and/or methionine, whereas Xb 180 was suggested not to detect 

one of the tested amino acids. In addition, the obtained data suggested a hypothesis 

that if ORNs express certain class II ORs and /or V1Rs, the respective cells will 

always respond to arginine and/or methionine. However, the presented results should 

be seen as preliminary. A higher number of e.g. Xb 177-expressing ORNs is desirable 

to convincingly claim knowledge about the receptors ligand-sensitivities. 

 

 

4.6 Future experiments 

 
The reported observations motivate a number of future experiments that are partly 

planned already: 

 

• To improve the success rate for OR-detection, all 410 previously proposed 

functional OR sequences of Xenopus (Niimura and Nei, 2005a) may be 

extracted from the database and investigated in an accurate alignment. The 

results could eventually lead to the generation of new primer combinations 

which match template sites of more receptor sequences. This would be 

beneficial (i) for an extension of the OR-expression assay and (ii) for future 

deorphanisation studies. 

 

• In order to (i) validate results of the OE-expression assay and (ii) show in 

which parts of the olfactory epithelium the investigated chemoreceptors are 

preferentially expressed, in situ experiments could be conducted. With regard 

to V1 receptors, in situ experiments could help to characterize the expression 

of all 21 putatively functional receptors, which would certainly become a 

project of its own. 

 

• A confirmation of the presented single cell RT-PCR results is desirable. The 

finding of some ORNs expressing multiple chemoreceptors simultaneously 
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needs to be independently verified, especially as the one receptor-one neuron 

hypothesis elevated to the status of a rule or even of a dogma for OR-

expression in vertebrates.  

a. Double or eventually multiple labeling in situ experiments could 

directly and, in particular, independently prove the results obtained by 

single cell RT-PCR.  

b. Physiological experiments, such as cross-adaptation data (Gutermann, 

2006) or studies investigating odor antagonism (Oka et al., 2004), 

already produced supportive arguments for an oligogenic OR 

expression, even with regard to the functionality of simultaneously 

expressed receptors. The latter information is thereby quite valuable as 

no reliable and specific antibodies or aptamers are available to detect 

olfactory receptor proteins so far. Although some cross-adaptation data 

was already produced in the past, the number of trials eventually 

needs to be increased. 

 

• In addition to the validation of single cell RT-PCR results, multiple labeling in 

situ experiments would also allow to examine the total epithelial proportion of 

ORNs coexpressing chemoreceptors. 

 

• In order to verify whether ORNs of adult animals exclusively express one kind 

of chemoreceptor per cell, in situ experiments would be the most efficient ones 

to choose  

 

• To validate the above mentioned data on ligand-sensitivities of Xb 177 and 

class II/V1R expressing ORNs, a higher number of experiments is desirable in 

order to substantiate the preliminary results. 

 

• In order to gain more knowledge about the ligand-sensitivities of the expressed 

receptors, a more elaborated application system may be employed to test on 

more odorants during one experiment. 
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SUMMARY 

This thesis aimed at investigating gene expression of odorant receptors in olfactory 

receptor neurons of larval Xenopus. Odorant receptors are ciliary proteins and located 

in the mucus layer of the olfactory epithelium. Their main task is to detect odorants 

and contribute to the transduction of odorant information. In vertebrates, gene 

expression of these proteins was assumed to follow the widely accepted rule of a one 

receptor-one neuron hypothesis. According to this theory and observations that one 

kind of receptor can detect multiple odorant molecules, a combinatorial code for odor 

detection was proposed to explain peripheral coding of olfactory stimuli. But since a 

few studies found or suggested ORNs coexpressing olfactory receptors, the one 

receptor-one neuron hypothesis was begun to be critically revised, which eventually 

resulted in the hypothesis of a developmental phase of oligogenic receptor expression. 

This theory assumes that ORNs can express two or more olfactory receptors during 

the developing phase of the olfactory organ. To date only three studies have obtained 

evidence speaking against the dogma of a one receptor-one neuron hypothesis. Out of 

these, just one obtained results that speak in favor of the above mentioned alternative 

theory. This motivated to examine OR-expression in larval Xenopus and validate 

whether an oligogenic expression of ORs can be observed in ORNs of this species. 

 First, known olfactory receptors of Xenopus were searched in databases to 

enable the design of degenerate and specific primers for a nested RT-PCR approach. 

Subsequently, these receptors were examined on their expression in the olfactory 

tissue. Almost each of the tested receptors was thereby found to be expressed in 

animals of the investigated larval stages. Vomeronasal receptors of type 1, which were 

recently reported to be expressed in ORNs of adult Xenopus, were additionally tested 

and were shown for the first time to be expressed in the olfactory tissue of tadpoles. 

 Following this expression assay, a double-nested single cell RT-PCR protocol 

was developed to analyze receptor-expression in single ORNs. The crucial point was 

thereby to simultaneously amplify cDNA and dilute any traces of gDNA. By this, the 

risk of contaminating PCR products, derived by gDNA, was minimized. 

 Subsequently single ORNs were identified and collected either after patch-clamp 

measurements or calcium-imaging experiments. In total, 78 cells were harvested and 
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subjected to reverse transcription, whereas 22 were used as negative controls. The 

result of the RT-PCRs revealed a subset of ORNs that express two or multiple 

chemoreceptors simultaneously. This finding thus approves the hypothesis of an 

oligogenic expression in developing animals and confirms recent data obtained from 

new-born mice. 

 In addition, this study demonstrated a method to functionally identify 

chemoreceptors from single olfactory neurons, using a combined experimental 

approach that included calcium-imaging and single cell RT-PCR. Following the 

application of three amino acids as olfactory stimuli, the responsive ORNs were 

harvested and examined on their receptor expression. The expressed receptors were 

then correlated to the observed response patterns of the respective cells. It was 

reasoned that if a certain receptor is expressed and sensitive to the applied odorants, 

every ORN that showed expression of that receptor will have always responded to the 

applied substance(s). With regard to the investigated receptors of this study, the class 

II OR Xb 177 was found to be a promising candidate receptor for the detection of 

arginine and/or methionine, whereas Xb 180 was suggested not to detect one of the 

tested amino acids. In addition, the obtained data suggested the hypothesis that if 

ORNs express certain class II ORs and/or V1Rs, the respective cells will always 

respond to arginine and/or methionine. Although the result should be regarded as 

preliminary, the method turned out to be a promising tool for agonist-directed 

screening of chemoreceptors in olfactory neurons of larval Xenopus. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

 

 

 
 
Supplementary figure 1: Sequence alignments. Alignments of the partial DNA sequences encoding 

the tested class I ORs of the PCR amplicons and the GenBank database. Differences are 

highlighted in light grey. 
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Supplementary figure 2: Sequence alignments. Alignments of the partial DNA sequences encoding 

the tested class II ORs of the PCR amplicons and the GenBank database. Differences are 

highlighted in light grey. 
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Supplementary figure 3: Sequence alignments. Alignments of the partial DNA sequences encoding 

the tested V1Rs of the PCR amplicon and the Ensembl database. Differences are highlighted in 

light grey. 
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Supplementary figure 4: Sequence alignments. Alignments of the partial DNA sequences encoding 

β-actin and the tested receptors Xb 178, Xb 180 and Xb 177 of the Class II PCR amplicon and the 

GenBank database. Differences are highlighted in light grey. 
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